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ABSTRACT 

I intend to investigate the narrative style 

of Charles Dickens in three of his critically most 

interesting novels and to show that the selective 

development of certain technical devices was due in 

part to his peculiarly close relationship to his 

reading public. 
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I 

INTR JDUCTION 

When Charles Dickens died in 1870 he was 

mourned by an inui'lense public. Businesses closed. for 

the day, ne\'ispapers eulogi zed him \'1i th '~Phiz!·~ - like 

cartoons and purple prose and ladies wrote lachrymose verse. 

T11e Baptist church found itself an uncomfortable 

battlegr:)Und of controversy over the nature of these 

encomiums , b ut f o r the general public there \l1as no 

question about the sense of loss they felt. Dickens was 

the most popular man of his time. He had created as 

well as recorded a part of Victorian life: Oliver's gruel 

bmql became an ash tra y, Sairey Gamp and Pumblechook \-Tere 

available as salt and pepper shake rs. l Scholars , even, 

were he s itunt for half a century to tarnish the repu.t a tion 

of the '!Inimitable !l-so his shoddy treatment of his wife 

--------------------------------- ._-----
,l Ada Nesbitt, Dickens and Ellen Ter~ (LOS Angeles, 

1952 ), p. 2. 
1 
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or his guilty, sneaking pecadillos with Ellen Ternan 

were, for the most par t, overlooked in an attempt to maintain 

a venerable British institution. 

If there waS'\[nerchandizing involved in the creation 

of the institution of Charles Dickens , it found its prime 

impulse with the man himself. Dickens enjoyed a 

peculiar and powerful influence over his readers beca use 

of the care he took to maintain his relationship with 

them. The nature of this relationship can in some degree 

be credited to the fortuitous fact that he began his 

artistic life as a journa list, publishing in monthly 

numbers rather than in three parts, but long a.fter 

necessity ceased to dictate this form Dickens held to it 

as a vehicle which could respond quickly and, usually, 

accurately to the public temperament. Speal\.lng directly 

to his tuge audience for one of the first times in his 

address after the tenth number of Pjckwick ~apers, Dickens 

was quick to pander to his sudden popularity and promised 

the reader that he would be writing top notch stories 

for awhile yet. He received great personal satisfaction 

from the popularity of his writing and enjoyed allowing his 

personality to intrude upon his art. Dickens the man was, 

for the Victorian, inseparab le from Dickens the story- teller . 

Evidently even his detractors subscribed to this equation; 

the issue of John Bull which decried Dickens' separation 



from his wife said "he has quite spoiled our taste for 

th t t t f ] 1 D 1 k f · t · h . 1 f 11 2 a grea es 0 a. c ens lC lons- - lmse. On 

the other side of the~in is his relationship to his art, 

which appears to be as immediate and personal as his 

relationship to his public. He had none of the modern 

awareness of II created consciousness, " but felt personally 

involved with the fates of his fictional characters. He 

says, for example, that the night he and little Paul 

3 

Dombey IIparted company ll he \·mndered the streets of Paris for 

the whole of a "linter nig;.'1.t in heavy-hearted regret. 3 

This uI1.usual attitude tOHards both his art and his public 

placed him in the role of intermedia ry between his readers 

and his ima.ginary world. In his earlier pieces his 

assumpt ion of the pos ition of "friend" to both reader and 

characters tended to blur the distinction between Dickens 

and his creations, but in most of his ''lorie he treated 

his r eade rs as if they were conspirators with him in the 

creation of his fiction. He considered reading to be 

active and demanding, and offered his audience a continually 

more refined novel upon \\fhich to exercise their imaginations. 

One of the r amifications of this view contradicts 

\,1 imsa tt and Beards ley ' s "affective f a lla.cy," and I hope to 

2Nesbitt, p. 14. 

3p reface to the 1867 edition of Domb E!..Y and Son, 
included in Penguin edition. 
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be able to prove that , to Dickens , the effect of his prose 

upon his reader is an important stylistic concern. In 

part this vie~1 stems fr om a cons idera tion of the roots of 

his rhetorica l styl.e : many · circumlocutions as \1e ll 

as pa.rallel structures, repetitions, syllepsis, 

epanaphora, synecdoche, zeugrna, or his rhythmic use of 

sentence structure (alternating Senecan and Ciceronian) 

are the result of his adoption of a rhetoric originally 

conceived of to sway and persuade an audience. He felt 

strongly the Platonic injl,mction against frivolity, and 

responded by creatlng an art form vlhich amused and 

instructed in a style \,lhich persuaded the reader to 

follo\l1 the pa th of virtue as exemp lified in his nove ls. 

It is true that his heroes are often lonely exemplars of 

virtue in a morally vitiated universe, but it is out of 

the anguish caused by the struggle of the t\'lO forces tha t 

his po\~ert'ul symbolic vision of the \'1orld emerged. 



II 

P'ICK\HCK PAPEHS: 
Tff.r:: RAl.<[ MA'I'IillIAL 

The process of refinemen t is at the heart of 

Dickens ' stylistic evolution. He displays in his earliest 

writings the affinity fo r a colourful variety of styles 

that helps to create the quick-witted, vivacious paCe of 

the Pic.k',~~£k ~a~ . .r:.§. , and the ma.turation of his \'lork is 

marl\.ed by the development of these same rhetoric-a l fea tures 

r a ther than by the addition of neVI devices. By the time he 

came to \-Trite Pickwick Papers he had already expe rIenced 

the traumas in his life that \'1ere to mark his entire career. He 

had seen his father jailed for debt, \~"/ viOrked at 

Warren ' s Blacking factory, reported both at court and 

in parliament, he had been in l ove with a girl his social 

superior, and, when Pick\,l icJ:\. Pape.l:~~ \'las half-'written, one 

5 
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of his closest friends, Nary Hogarth, died. Out of 

these experiences came the onmipresent themes of 

poverw, imprisonment, govel'nment incompetence and 

legal chicanery, and the frustration of sexual 

relationships by class differences. Though in .1?J_ckwick 

Pap.ers . the themes are latent at best a.nd perhaps only 

evident in retrospect, they can be seen as lending unity 

to "That is in other respects merely a collectfu n of 

stories. Originally intended to shape itself around 

the illustrations of the unhappy Robert Seymour, the 

novel wanders aimlessly through the first fet'l numbers, 

and even after this engraver's death--which permitted the 

p\.\blishers lito present the ensuing numbers of the Picicivick 

Paeers on an improved plan, "1~they have little focus 

other than that provided by each sep arate set of incidents, 

Bardell vs. Pick.'lick, the "Hellers vs. Temperance or 

Jingle and Job Trotter. 

By the same token, in 1836 Dickens had also 

found, in germinal form, most of the stylistic devices 

he wq,s to use and develop throughout the rest of his 

ca reer. The unevennes .s[Of style is more evident than the 

lack of thematic integrity. Paradoxica lly, both are 

ai.ded and abetted and more than sufficiently compensated for 

4Addres s to reader in second number of Pickwick 
!.apers (Penguin edition~ p. 900. 



by the buoyancy of spirit, benevolent good humour, 

excitement and variety that motivate Pickwick Papers. 
-rl' • .. -

I wish to demonstrate that the slow and concurrent 

emergence of Dickens' pO\IIerful "affective ll style and 

the crys t a llizatim1 of his great symbols and themes 

are interdependent processes . 

Fundamental to a considerat ion of the style of 

Pick\<1ick Pa'per~ is the role of II BoZ " th.at Dickens 

affected \'Ihile writing the series. Although it is 

difficult to decide the extent to which Dickens 

helped compos e the advertisement in the ~the~eum 

which appeared five days before the flr s t number of 

P}~Ckwi.E~:.~~' "Ie find here a figure presented as 

IIEditor ll who resembles the hard \tTOrking man at the 

writing desk who was to entertain the English speaking 

7 

world from then on. Here for the first time is presented 

the fiction of the editor of papers vlhich were obtained 

Il at great expense ll from the Secretary of the Pickwicic 

club. This fiction allm'led Dickens to place himsel f in 

his favour ed position, halfway bet,,,,een his mat er ial and 

his readers. It allowed him to tell a story at a detached, 

ironical, and sometimes coy vantage point from which he could 
/"\ 

make authorial interj ections about the story 'tlith out be ing 
\../ 

identified in it. Although this stance v.Ta S possibly 

due to a certain a mount of insecurity on the part of the 



t\<lenty-four year old nuthor, and although his attempts 

at creating a tone of worldly \'l isdom \'1ere sometimes 

marred by frivolty or dep endence upon conventional 

mores, it is the abstraction of th e narrator, his 0*1 

detachf.<l.e nt combined "'lith compass ion, that p lays off m 

nicely and humorously against the benevolent, detached, 

scientific, (if some·~lhat myopic) gaze of t4.r Pickwick. 

Host of the humour of .!:i.ck~l-.ck Papers comes 

from an enjoyment of the discrepancy between the 

de scription of the activities of the Corresponding 

Society of the PickHick Club (ostensibly collated from 

the note s of the secretary ) and the tone of the editor, 

\'lho, li.1(8 the reader, knov!s better than to take the 

judgment of the secretary at face value. This is clearly 

evident in the first chapter, where Dickens has been 

most careful to maintain the "Machinery of the Club fl . 

Even though he is simply quoting from the IITransactions fl 

of the club, the cumbersome legalese in which the minutes 

have been "recorded " is a sufficient clue to the readEr 

to watch for a divergence of style and meaning: 

II That the members of the aforesaid Correspond ing 
Society be, end are, hereby informed, that their 
proposa l to pay the portage of their letter, and 

8 

the carriage of their parcels, has been deliberated 
upon by this Association: that this Association 
cons iders such proposal worthy of the great minds from 
\'ihich it emanated, and that it hereby signifies its 
perfect acquiescence therein! 1t 5 

5Cha rles Dickens, Pickwick Pape rs (Harmondsworth, 
197)+) p. 6: . . 



vIi th an eye to such heavy-handednes s") Angus 

\1i lson called the first chapter of the Pick\t[ick Paper.s 

one of the worst chapters Dickens ever wrtte; but be 

that so, we can still find here the sort of word play 

that is indicative of "Boz 'S" sensitive ear, and "lhich 

developed i nto the carefully modulated tones of Bleak 

Ho~. The implicit irony that permeates the chapter 

is especially poignant in the first description we 

receive of Pickwick himself. Although purporting to 

draw a distinction between the impressions of a mere 

casua l observer, and those of an initiate of the Pickwick 

Club, the language of the passage makes it quite clear 

that the discrepancy is not that great. 

" __ a casual observer might possibly have 
remarked nothingjextraordinary in · the bald 
head and circular spectacles, which \'lera intently 
turned towa rds his (the secretary's) face 
during the reading of the above resolutions: 
to those "lho knew t hat the gigantic brain of 
Pickwick was working beneath that forehead, 
and that the beaming "eyes of Pickwick were 
twinkling behind those glasses, the sight was 
indeed an interesting one. There sat the man 
who had trar~d to their source the mi~1ty 
ponds of Hampstead and agitated the scientific 
world \'I'i1,h his '£heory of Tittlebats, as calm 
and unmoved as the deep waters of the one on a 
frosty day, or as a solitary specimen of the 
other in the inmost recesses of an earthen j ar. 
And h ow much more interesting did the spectacle 
become , \'I'hen, sta rtirg into full life and 
anima tion, as a simultaneous call for "Pickvlick" 
burst from his followers, that illustrious man 
slm\fly mounted into the Windsor chair, on \,lh ich 
he had been previously se9.ted, and. addressed the 
club himself had founded. II b 

~iCkWicl~ Papers, p. 63. - -

9 



The humorous irony which comes from the 

exaggeration of the importance of Pickwick's 

discoveries is the first thing that strikes us, but 

secondary to this and lending credence to the 

supposition that Pickwick might be mortal after all 

is the language. At the crux of the secretary's report 

is the phrase "started into full life and animation," 

which is the point at which Pickwick can be assumed to 

have lived up to the accolade,s of the club, the point 

10 

at which Pickwick gives the lie to the impression that 

an outsider may have formed of Pick\'lick's constitution 

or abilities. But long before we reach this point, the 

"full life" into \'ihich Pickwick was galvanized has 

been defined in terms other than the secretary's. '1lhe 

editor has done his job by choosing his verbs carefully, 

and loading the passage with a preponderance of lethargic 

nouns and adj ecti ves, under the \l/'eiP-':.ht of which Mr 

F.Lck\'lick 's "sta rt" is almost negligible.The r e are tvlO-hundred 

words in the passage, about half 01" \J.:li.ch (99) are purely 

functional words such as artlcles or pronouns; out of 

the remainder almost eighty words are either substantives 

or modi.fiers (adjectives and adverbs). In the entire 

passage there are only fourteen verbs. The small number 

of verbs is further accentuated by the type of verbs 

used. Most of them are voiced wea kly, "wa s work1.ng," 
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II 'A >- ,~ kl~ 1/ II n t· 'H ··t t \',,~rc 1.·""J..n .Lng, \'lc;re .urnea, as the maJorl Y of he 

verbs are auxilliaries combined with participles to form 

either the pa st progressive or the simple past in the 

passive voice. Even the active verbs indica te a 

minimuill of action. Pick\Jl ick "became ," "sat,lIor "slowly 

mounted. II The result is that the phrase "started into 

full life H is defined on Boz's terms rather than the 

secretaryls, and rather than refuting the vague possibility 

that one "might possibly ha ve remarked nothing extraordinary 

in the ba ld heael", it affirms that P ick'l.'Tick is actually 

much like a solitary tittleba t preserved ( probably in 

alcohol) in an ear then jar. 

'l'his exemplifies another of Dickens ' s tylis tics, 

tha t of defining vlOrds by context rather tha n paradig,m, 

ther~by emphasizing and exploiting the discrepancy bet\-Jeen 

the sYlltagmat ic and lexical meanings in the text. In 

Dombey and S on and late r \·rri ting, one of the ways in \\lhich -_ ... _ _ ... - .,. 

Dick.ens definE;s. the universe of his novel "; IS ;.: by defining 

its language in terms of the peculiar context of the 

individua l novel. In ?ickwick P~pers the use of the 

technique is germinal, and used simply to reinforce the 

ironical tone of the text. 

The most basic ma nner in which this is accomplished 

is by substitution in trite phrases. When Norman Page says 

" Dickens \'~as cont ent to us e cliche in Pick\'l ick Pa pers he is 



perhaps be ing a bit unfair; as the fact of the usage is 
. , 

overshadowed by the fact that the cllche is not usually 

rendered whole. An example of this comes from the 

"Story of the Bagman's Uncle. II Tne bagman begins : liMy 

uncle I s great journey ' 'las in the fa.ll of the leaf. 117 

Again, the reason Dickens did this \'las the s ame reason 

12 

for \'lhich he did most things in Pic~"~i~k P!ipers--t.o make 

his reader smile e Chapter Eight is "strongly illustrative 

of the Position, that the Course of Tl~e Love is not a 

The vlorc1 fldiscuss" is redefined in terms which 

alter its meaning drastically at the same time as the 

author is able to exploit his apparent narrative ambiguity 

for humour throug.~ the peculiar use of a \'lOrd \I]hen he 

des cribes Sam Weller as emerging from the '-Toods, II where he 

had been engaged in discussing a bottle of Jvladeira. ,,9 

Even though he ab andoned the overt II edi tor ll -ship 

of the novel, Dickens VlaS not able so eas ily to give up 

his posi tion of a knowing intermediary between the reader 

and the novel. He often adopts the convention of 

oversta t ement to make it clear that actually something other 

7Norman Page, ~peech. in the English Novel ( London, 
1973), p. 19· 

8p i clc;.\'i i ck Pa2.~~' p. 776. 

9pickviick Pae.,e rs , p. 288. 
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than the ostensible meaning of the passage is implied. 

Inside the framework of a larger irony of plot which 

has led Mr PickHici( into trusting Job Trotter, the narrator 

comments on Mr Pickwick's strength of mind: 

It was dull, certa inly; not to say, dreary; 
but a contemplative man can al'l'lays employ 
himself in meditation. Mr Pick\,iick had 
meditated himself into a doze, when he was 
roused by the chimes of the neighbouring church 
ringing out the hour--ha lf- past eleven. IO 

The bond beh-leen Dickens the narrator and his 

reader is very strong, so much so that he can leave unsaid 

the essential, that is, that Nr Pickwick1s '\'leaknesses are 

the same as ours. It is because of scenes such as this 

that Hr Pickwick, a benevolent philanthropist occasiona lly 

be guiled by the seedier element s of the \-'forld at large, is 

usually convincingly portrayed. 

Dickens is not quite in control of his irony, 

howe ve~ and it some times slips into ~ facetiousness or 

coynes s which is ne ither pleasing nor humorous. Such pat 

sarcasms as that applied to Hr Pott, "it '\I]as not the habit 

of that great man to descend from his mental pinnacle, ,, ll 

have little force and s eem to be more a part of Dickens I 

10Pickwick Pa pers , p. 301. 
1 .. 

llpickwick Pape r s , p. 317. . ---
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problem gathering enough letterpress for each number 

tha.n of any artistic design he might have had in mind. In 

the 1867 Preface to the Charles Dickens edition of the 

Pick111ick Papers he states that "the machinery of the 

Club, proving cu:nbrous in the rnanagement, was gradually 
12 

abandoned as the work progressed. 1f It may seem that 

as the first chapter is overloaded with the technical 

problems of the "editor" stance, . this was an understandable 

shift of pos ition, but the effect seems to have been simply 

to free Dickens to use the narrative voice without any 

reference to a consistent tone. The only principle 

\'lhich remains consiste .ntly inviolate is a devtion to 

humour. 

Thls unevenness of tone proves to be most disconcertlng 

in those cases whe re it blurs the distinctness of an 

individua l character while making a gambit for humour. 

The irony rema ins consistent, but can become overriding 

'\'lhen the narrator1s concern seems to be primari ly \'Jith his 

o\'in \'lit. Although the entire passage is too l engthy to 

quote, the story of Sam Weller's "s\'larry" \'I1th the 

footmen of Bath provides us \'Iith an excellent example of 

hO\'1, by becoming enamoured of his Q1.'l'n creations, Dickens 

12penguin edition p. 49. 
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weakens the character by los ing his grasp of the tone 

of the \'lritlng. Through most of the incident the 

narrator remains in control of the ironic understatement 

which sets the scene for Sam 's repartee. Mr John Smauker 

is quite indignant at Sa.m's negligence of t.he norms 

of deportment as well as at his uninhibited speech, but 

the narrator stays well clear of the action, purporting 

simply to record the facts without offering any commentary 

Or.'l them. \'Then Sam spealcs of his uncle who died drinit ing: 

Mr John Smauker looked deeply indignant a t 
any parallel, being dra.\-m between hirnrelf and 
the decea sed gentleman in question; but as 
Sam' s face was in the mos t immovable state of 
calm."1ess, he t.~~ught better of it, and :looked 
affable again. 

Altho ug..'1. the author is omniscient and can follo'll 

Smauker's thoughts ( insofar as they are reflected in his 

face), there is no coloration of the tone. Boz is himself 

recounting the incident "deadpan.. " It is not un.til Sam 

arrives at t he "s\'Jarry" and finds more straight men for his 

wit that the narration begins to waver. Sam pays close 

attention to the dress of the Bath footmen, and his fun 

comes in a large part from finding new names for the self·· 

importante He calls one m.an "Blazes " after his crimson 

livery, and another man in oral1lge he ca lls lithe victim of 

oppression in the suit of brimstone. II The narration 

~ __ ~ ____ 0; I ' ". _ ---...--_________ , _________ . 
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weakens when Dickens, no doubt carried away by 

an enjoyment of Sam's double ~I~~endr~s, adopts Sam's 

attitude towards the footmen in his authorial commentary. 

At this point the conversation \'las interrupted 
by the arrival of a gentleman in orange coloured 
plush, accompanied by another selection in 
purple cloth with a great extent of stocking. 14 

The most pernicious word in the passg,ge is "selection." 

It is indicative of an entirely difterent attitude towards 

the footmen than has been maintained so far. They have become 

very evidentLY simple foils for Sam \~eller! s \tTit. Added 

to this is the fact that the narrator is no longer 

deadpanning, he is in fact aligned with Sam, and this is 

injurious to Sam 's individuality because the narrator is 

now emerging as another quipping personality. We are 

reminded here that the editor also has a sense of humour, 

but this injudicious comment \'leakens the personalities 

of both Sam and the men at the "swarry. II 

This confusion of narration and dia logue is not 

always fortuitous, hmiever, and when Dickens manageS. to 

combine the two with care and concinnity he produces some 

interesting expe riments in the representation of speech. 

The transition fro~ narrative to speech would seem to have 

been one of Dickens' bugbears, and he was quick to find 



vlays around it. ex d irect speech he was ah'TaYs a 

m3.ster, and, whi.le his narration, although it 

exhibi ted such 'Heaknesses as slipping into the first, 

person plural \'!hen it ",!axed overly sentimental (Christmas 

at Dingley Dell ) , was perhaps less well controlled, it 

was in the grey tones of indirect speech that Dickens 

found both a challenge and a characteristic voice in 

his art. 

17 

Indirect speech proper, wherein the author reports 

a character's words in a subordinate clause in the past 

tense using a neutr:.sl uncoloured voice, did not in its 

pristine state appeal much to Dickens, and re handled 

it clumsily. This form of reporting all0\15 the author 

little freedom of expression in terms of lending a 

particular tone to the narrator I s vOice, so it is no '\'londer 

that Dickens felt little appea l for the technique. He 

used it i.n an attempt to accomplish a great deal of plot 

in little space, but judging by Samls encounter with Mary, 

the a~tempt to record Sa m's lengthy speech cursorily, to 

expedite the love affair between Sa m and Mary as well as 

that of Winkle and Arabella Allen, it did not work well. 

'Yes, I said Sam: 'but that's noth in' if we 
'could find out the yound 'ooman; ,' and here 
Sam, \'lith many digressions upon the personal beauty 
of 14.ary, and the unspeakable tortures he had 
experienced since.he last saw her, ~ave a f1lthful 
account of Mr WinI-t le I s present predl.ca rnent. ? 

-------------------------------'----



It seems that the si.mple statement is not congenial to 

Charles Dickens. Not content \,lith the avoiding some 

dialogue by the clause II Sam ... ga ve a faithful a ccoun.t 

18 

of Mr. \'linkle 1 s present predicament, II he insists on 

adding an entire scene of passion in parentheses. The 

result is that the paragraph is u..Yl.comfortably crowded, and 

something must gj.ve "lay. The weakest part loses J and the 

result is that the Sam/Hary love story is unconvincing. 

Although the thinness of their passion may be ac c'redited 

to Dickens ' m'm uns atisfactory relationship with women 

and his apparent lack of understanding of normal adult 

bisexual relationships, it ts apparent in his technique,: 

This ungainly prose is evident only when Dickens 

is confining himself to the stricter forms of indirect 

speech, however, and when the narrative voice asserts its 

freedom and gains positive control over the material, the effect 

is very much different. In the passage dealing with the Bath 

footmen the blurred distinction between Sam and the 

narrator emerged from the fact that the tones of two 

separa t ed and nor mally independant forms of story-telling, 

narration and dialogue, began to merge. Dickens v18s 

able much more artfully to contrive a unity of tone when 

he worked with indire ct speech because he modified the 

indirect speech to his own specifications. The na rrator 

reports what is said, but, because he incoporates some 



of the distinctive features of both his own ironical 

tone and the character's idiosyncracias of speech, he 

is able to create a prose that changes its .focus smoothly 

from the one to the other. Again we rind the narrator 

aligning himself with Sam \~eller; here he not only 

19 

keeps Sam ' s personality intact, but also emphasiz~ it. In 

reply to Mr Namby's offer to teach Sam his manners, Sam 

correct s Namby's by knocking his hat off. Mr Pickwick asks 

Sam to pick it up: 

But this Sam flatly and positively refused to do; 
and after he had been severely reprimaaded by his 
master, the officer, being in a hurry, condescended 
to pick it up himself: venting a great variety of 
threats agai.nst Sam meam<ihile, vlhith that 
gentlema n received \'lith perfect composure: merely 
observing that if Mr Namby would have the goodness 
to put his hat on again, he would knock it into 
the latter end of next \'1eek. Mr Namby, perhaps 
thinking that such a process might be productive 
of inconvenie;.nce for himself, declined to offer the 
temp ta tion . lb . 

If \,.;e keep t t in mind that the principal function of this 

scene i s to demonstrate Sam's affection for his master we 

can see how Dickens used parallel indirect speech to 
-'""' 

implement it. The paragraph begins with a straight fon'lard 
~ 

account in indirect speech of Sam's refusal and Pickwick's 

reprimand, the tranistion to pure description of action 

and then back to an indirect account of Namby's threats, all 

------------------------------------------------------------------



so nicely modulated that when we are told Sam 

received them II with perfect composure ll we are not 

immediately aware that Dickens has taken s.n i mportant 

step in c reating colourful parallel indirect speech. 

He ha s given the II speech ll of Sam immediacy by this 

piece of description which places Sam ' s statement in 

an extralingual context. The speech that is attributed 

to Sam ,! if Mr Namb Jr would have the goodness to put 

his hat on again, he \<1ould knock it into the l atter end 

of next "leek, II ha.s also just a sufficient hint of j argon 

in it to allO\'1 us to imagine \,iha t Sam. f s exact \'lords 

actually ''lere. So even though the passage demonstrates 

most o f the symptoms of being sirnply lndirect speech ( it 

has a ve rbal lndica ting that someone said it, lIobserving, 1I 

follo\'18d by the inevitable 11 that~~ ) , it does indicate 

some of the idiosyncrasies of the speaker's persona l voice 

and gives us a physica l fact, Sam's immobility of 

feature" \'lith l'lhich to relate the speech. There are three 

problems which confront an author when he ..... 'ants to represent 

direct speech. The first is to lmitate II normal" spoken 

characteris tics \'Ii thout m.aking the t ext incomphl'ehens .i.ble, 

the s e cond' is to provide an extralingual context, and the 

third i s to provide a phonologica.l guide to significant 

vocal inflections . Dickens is able to offer an indirect 



speech which ans~rs the first two of these 

considerations v!ithout significantly altering the 

tone of his narration. Thus we hardly notice that our 

sympathies have been directed almost subliminally to 

align \>lith Sam's; e.s it is Sam's personality that 

infuses the core of the passage thou&~ he has not 
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said a word on his own. The tranistions from narration 

to indirect to parallel indirect and back to narration 

are so smoothly accomplished that the flippa.nt tone of 

the last sentence created by the false dignity of the superfluous 

circ~l.xution., "such a process might be productive of 

inconvenience, II seems to emerge from our own judgmen t 

of the incident. 

An interesting fea ture of Dickens' narrative 

art is the weakness of his interior monologues. This 

weakness seems to have led him from using the internal 

speech to more overt representations of thought. One 

of the problems of rendering thought is t hat it seldom 

has a concrete correlative , and is disjointed, shapeless 

and irrational. These are .all attributes which are 

essentially lnimical to Dicken's style, and he does not 

immediately find a \'Jay of p resenting a character IS 

psyche. Mr Pickwick is better known by his spectacles 

and gaiters than by any psychological pecullari ty • I t is 
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by giving any cha ra cte r certa in conc re t e "physiognomi.c" 

attributes tha t Dickens gives us an insight into tha t 

character's motives or intentions, and in ~Hick Ra.pers 

attempts to por tra y the thought processes of the indiviua l 

are usua lly unsuccessful. 

' If,' reasone d Mr 'Hinkle ,>lith himself ' if 
this DO l,>T l e r attemp ts (a s I ha ve no doubt he 
will ) to carry into execution his threa t of personal 
violence a ga ins t mys elf, it will be inc umben t on 
me to ca ll him out. He has a wlfe; tha t wife is 
a tta ched to a nd dependent on him. If I shoul d kill 
him in the blindness of my wrath, wha t would be my 
:fee lings ever afterwards!' , 'lThis pm.;e rful cons i de r ation 
op e rated so p01tle rfully ou t he feel i ngs of the 

humane youny ma n, a s to ca us e his knee s to knock 
toge the r. .. 7 

Of cours e the principal cause for the fla tnes s of 

the monologue is the uncontrolled sardonicism of the na r rator 's 

circuP~ccutious commentary- -\>;e get the feeling from him 

that i t;- may be some other conside r a tion altogether tha t is 

making W:Lnk l e ' s ltnee s knoclt. Added to thi s is the 

ex treme f ormality of diction, \'Jh ich does not lend its elf 

to a description of the \'Jorkings of a mind . In his attempt to 

portra y though t, ho\iever, it VIas a highly formula ic 

rhe torlc which Dickens ultimately found successful. We 

will see how in D~bey ~1.?:..d ,So}2 Di clcens ' 'las able to shift 

hls point of view from the inside of one psyche to the 

ins ide of anothe r by using the rhe torica l device anaphora 

to coup le di s cret e concre t e observations of the world. 

---,--------------,-- - - _._------ ----
J.7Pi~ k\'lick Pa pers , p. 62 0. --------



III 

D OMBEY AND SON : 
--r5EVELOP MEN 'li-

We know that not only did Dickens for the 

first time plan each number of his novel p~mbe~ .and Son 

before he \'Irate, but .' that he also .~- judging from Browne 's 

frontispiece-- had a fair ly firm idea of the outcome of 
I 

the novel even from the start. This concern with clea rly 

defined structure is evident throughout. 'llhe themes of 

E.~mb~ __ aE~ ~o~ have been refined and deve loped from those 

implicit but loosely organized in ~5.~i~k F~p~rs to a 

number of unified concerns. The jocos e self- congratulation 

of the Piclahlickians ha s been replaced by Dombey, a 

representative of the most pernicious pride. Humour, which 

motivated rr..any of the effects of the Pick~.'l i.ck Papers,is 

- --. ." _ ... --.-__ ......... __ ._._._. ---------------,-------~--

lJohn Butt and Kathleen Tillotson , Dickens at Work 
(London , 1968) , p. 90. Butt and Tillotson~rove; however, 
tha t t h i s control or f'o reknm'l l edge v}as not complete and cite 
t \'o'o examp l es : Paul's death \<Ias pos tpone d a t Fors te r's 
ins i stence , and a Mr Jeffrie s sugges ted tha t Edith should not, 
a s Dic kens planned, be come Carker ' s mis tres s, and the s cene 
at Dijon was rewritten accordingly. 
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largely missing from~bey ~n~~~ ( the old problem of 

providing sufficient letterpress vlhlch plagued the vlr iting 

of Pickwick Papers was replaced by its antithesis, and 
- • 10 _ • 

\J/hen the excess 'Has trimmed the humour was the first 

thing to go ) . The voice that tells the story of D~~b~~ 

~nd Son is steady and concerned, given to less of the 

verbal fireworks and more concerned with a moral aesthetic. 

However, most of the techniques of Dombey and Son are refined __ ...... tw. ____ __ 

from the techiques of PlcKNicil:: Papers. The difference is 
_ L • ......-- ...... . . 

that in .!?~mbe~~ S<?,!! Dickens 'Vlrote a planned novel in \,lhich 

everything is maintained in a relationship to a number 

of central concerns, themes and symbols, such as the 

question "vlhat is money and \,lhat can it do", the railroad, 

or the sea. The effects "lhich occurred almost randomly in 

PickHick Papers - - as they were at the beck and call of a young 
---.-~~---- ~ 

author whose pr incipa 1 dedication was to the success of 

Boz -- \vere aligned "lith larger organizat.iona l units. There 

are a great many coincidences of structure which reinforce 

the unity of the story: the sea voyages of Paul and-Sol 

and Walter all express a spiritual rebirth and enforce 

the theme of the efficacy of love in an otherwise barren 

universe,; the nature of the loveless \<Jorld is pOignantly 

delimited by the parallel between the upbringing of Paul 

and that of Edith Granger so that \'lhen Dombey finds his 

understanding of the \'lorld he does so by affirming values 



which have already been clear~ decided, va lues by 

which the reader has been working throughout the novel. 

Dickens conceived the entire novel in terms of 

the rela tionship betv;een Dombey and daughter, and most 

of the incidents in the book can be best understood if 

they are related to this concern. In the same way, 

the language of the novel can be best understood when it 

is seen in its relationship to the large Dn',guistic centers 

of the book such as complex associations or metonymies 

like those aroused by the men.tion of Dr Blimber's academy, 

the vlallpaper, the clock ticking and the sound of the sea. 

Perhaps the most per vasive stylistic trait of 

Dickens ' , hO\,T8ver, is repetltion. In his book £!l_~~1:ish 

~~~ J ames Sutherland suggests that an ir~ortant reason 

for Dickens ' repetition is to ensure that his extremely 

varied public were in control of the material they were 

reading, ( and this is no doubt the reason for L~ny of his 

other stylistic habits such as synedoche or that of creating 

idiolects for his characters); howeven I feel this de vice ' 

has a much more dynami c and interesting use. The repetition 

of key themes and images on the larger scale of the entire 

work results in the development of a density of symbol 

that is the basis of many of Dickens' metaphors, while 

on the smaller scale of the sentence and paragraph the 

result is to build dramatic tensi.on and to provide a strong 

and unified effect. 



On the large scale we see the repetition of 

such phrases a s "Let him remember it in the room, years 

to come~ II which first appears in the chapter "Father and 

Daughter" when Dombey spurns his daughter. Like much 

else in the novel "it" refers obliquely to their 

relationship; the contiguity of the ima ge of Florence 

crying and the impact of the revelation of the nature 

of her relationship to her father make the two things 

inseparable. Florence, thinking of her dead brother, 
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is filled with a sense of loneliness and goes to her father 

for love ; she is met with worse than indifference: 

Le t him remember it in tha.t room, years to 
come. It has faded from the air, before he breaks 
the silence. It ma y pas s as quickly from his 
brain as h e bel.teves ~ but it is th~re. Let him 
remember it i n t ha t room years to come. 
III came Papa - II 
"Agains t my \'lishes. \-Thy?" 
She saw he kne'w why: it \'1as broadly "Tri tten 
on his face: and dropped her head upon her 
hands \,li th one pr olonged low cry . 2 

Rather than explaining the reason "why ,1I Dickens 

leaves it to the reader to draw upon his O\'Tn knowledge 

of their r e lationship to understand the passage. The 

answer was giYen previously in the form of a series of 

rhetorica l questions asked about this relationship, questions 

-----------------
2 Char l.es Dtckens , DOl1l9.£Y. and . . Son (Harmond s,"'1 or th, 1970), 

p. 328. 



"lhich imply that Dombey is not simply ind1fferent about 

Florence no", that Paul is dead, that he is jealous Paul 

gave his love to Florence rather than himself. In the 

scene played out between the t wo of them each becomes 

suddenly aware of the complexity of the problem, and 

rather than stating the precise nature of the source of 
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the dis tress, Florence cries, and Dickens lets the phrase "Let 

him remember it .•. " stand as the summation of the inadequacy 

of Dombey's ability to love. At the same time } building 

the metaphorical tone of the passage by means of 

repeti tion and rythmic ins istence and by vleighting the 

grammatical importance of the ambiguous "it," Dickens 

does his best to force the phrase into the reader's 

memory. Then it is repeated again (t1JIice) on the nex t 

page, and etched indelibly onto the reader's mind. It 

needs to be strongly pointed, because this is t he beginning 

of the long painful drifting apart of Dombey's affection 

and the \'1orld, and it is not until the Dombey House has 

fallen and h e has lost his Wife, his frlend, and his 

fortune that He hear the phrase echoed again: 

Let him remember it in tha t room, years to 
come ! " He did remembe r it. It \'las hea v1/ on 
his mind now; heavier that all the rest.j 

Now the same phras e stands not only for a 

---------------------------------------------------------------
~ 
~Dombey ~~~, p. 934. 
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resolution of Florence's feelings, but also for the 

movement and shape of the entire novel, it represents 

his repentance as well as his indifference, which gives 

the second passage a pm'1erful, dramatic impact. All of 

this is based, of course, on the assumption that Dickens 

successfully implanted the phrase on the reader's memory 

the first instance. 

This sort of repetition functions in much the 

same way as do the parallels of plot and character to 

give the story a polished concinnity of parts and bridge 

the gap between the moral and aesthetic, but Dickens also 

uses forms of repetition to intensify a situation, or to 

adopt a ~point of vie'.". 

An example ,is found in Chapter 20 \~herein Dickens 

describes Dombey's journey to Brighton on the railroad. 

Not only does the incessant repetition of the words 'I shrin):\:., II 

II rmr," "rattle, " and "Death " give the larger passage 

a tempo similar to that of a train running over short 

rails, but the recurrence of syntactically similar 

phrases als o gives it an irre~istlble and insidious 

rhythm that emphasizes the metaphorical meanings of the 

passage: 

Through the hollm-r, on the height, by the 
heath, by the orchard, by the park, by the garden, 
over the canal., across the river, 'Hhere the sheep 
are fe eding, where the mill is going, \ojhere the barge 
is floa ting, where the d~ad are lying, where the 



stream is running, \,ihere the village clusters, 
where the great cathedral rises, where the 
bleak moor lies, and the \'lild breeze smooths 
or ruffles it at its inconstant will; away, 
with a shriek, and a roar, and a rattle, and 
no tra ce to leave behind but dust and vapour: 
l.ilce as , in tre track of tha t remorseless monster, 
Death~ 4 

This passa ge also provides an example of the manner in 

which Dickens creates meaning through contiguity. : The 

language p resenting the images is so pO\verful rhythmically 

tha t only certain \-lOrds eme rge from the formula; these are 

principally very general substantives such as "orchard," 

"park, " or " Village ." These words stand in a linguist.ic 

proximity that tends to emphasize the contrasts bet\'leen 

them as \'lell as to imply images which arise from the 
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interpla y bet'r'leen them. For instance, the contra st bet\'leen 

the "hol10\'/ " and the 'height" is indica t e d by their 

prox imity in the same manner as the cathedral ga ins 

grandeur and the moor becomes more de sola te because of 

their juxtaposi tion in the phrases '\'1here the grea t 

cathedral rises, \'1here the bleak moor lies." The opposite 

operation concurrent with this is the accumulation of 

meaning through cont iguity. In this movement the i mages 

cluste r and inform each other tangentially through a 

similarit.y of tone: "where the barge is floating, \'lhere 

th e dead are lying, \'1he re the factory is s moking. II In 

this \'ray Dicke ns simultaneoulsy moves Dombe y to Brighton 

--------------------'-----------------



on a linguistic railr oad, sugges t s the flux and 

multiplicity of the world throu@1 contrast , and 

establishes a relationship between railroads Lnd dea th 

"1hlch cUlminates in Carker t s violent end. The .. railroad, 

in fact, generates its own rhetoric, and this rhetoric 

is pm1erful enough to s''leep Carker away into confusion 

and dismay . As his be\'Jilderment becomes more complete, 

the language becomes more and more overt until it 

answers the question it ha s been demanding of Carker -

II whithe r" - and IIlicked his stream of life up \'1i th its 
5 

fiery heat. II 

Much of the repetition of the novel is 

presented in the form of the medieval rhe torical device, 

anaphora . This is the highly fo r mulaic repetition of a 

phrase or "Tord at the beginning of a s ta tement. The most 

extensive use of thi~ figure occurs in chapter fifty- five 

where Dickens investigates the interior of Carker's mind 

by describing his tormented vision of the landscape 

through \';hich he is fleeing Dombey. The confusion and 

fear which domina te Carker f s consciousnes s are shm·m 

in a surreal description of the countryside, which depends 

for its effect upon the ove r whe lming multiplicity of 

discre te details on the road. 

Dickens i s not often thought of as a "p oint of 

Viev.l 11 author but he was able to adopt his mill style to an 

------------------------------------------------
r.:: 
JDombey and, SOt. ,p 87 r.:: • , :J • 
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effect \-lhich, although it does not depend on interior 

monologue, creates a constantly shifting point of view. 

The reason modern readers are slow to recognize or 

admit this is that he did not work in terms of the 

newer sens ibili ty 1;\]hich decries the II affecti ve fallacy. II 

Dickens was very much concerned about the way his art 

worked on his rea.deK's mind, and rather than trying to 

align the reader!s mind with a first pers on narrator by 

limi ting the information allmved the reader to tha t 

received by the persona, he chose to attempt to reproduce 
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the sensations of a character, using linguistic conventions 

to convey a sense of their mul tip licity. vThile the major 

disadvmtage_ of this manner of \,,'ri ting (which Vernon Lee 

calls the synthetic) is that it can easily slip to\'lards the 

melodramatic, the advantage is that it allows the writer 

to shift his "point- of- vie\v" from one character to another 

with no fear of confuslng their identities. Vernon Lee 

describes a synthetic writer as one who \. j.::.:- emot1.onally 

rather than analytically involved with his characters? .tJ:,nd 

if we accept this of Dickens we see how his art adapts 

itself to his characters. He paints a picture of a 

character on the reader's mind by painting in great deta il 

the concre t e externa l facts of the character's world; in 
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effect we are placed, with Dickens, inside the character's 

mind looking out. 

The tone of a passage of this sort is often 

created by the rhetorical figure upon \Alhich it is based. 

For example, it is again through the sophisticated use of 

anaphora that Dickens enables us to experience with young 

Paul his increasing is olation and withdrawal vThen he is 

in his sicl~ bed at Dr Blinfber's. He has already been 

very careful to select our percep tions to coincide with 

Paul's so that 've are placed in empathy with little Dombey. 

For insta nce, we do not know that Pa ul has passed out 

until he rea\ITakens, and even then there seems to be 

something \'irong ''lith the flool' and \'falls. Paul is put 

to bed and attended by an apothecary who leaves to speak with 

Mrs Pip chin in the nex t room. First of all Dickens tells 

us that Paul's eyes are shut, \'Ihich limits his 

perceptions, then he says the other room is IIquite a 

long \'/ay off, 11 "lhich is probably only figuratively true 

because Paul hears almost every word that is said. But 

the most effective technique used to internalize the 

experience and maintain a sense of isolation and 

distance is -chat of continually reminding us that the 

apothecary is out of the room by repeatedly completing 

"he heard the Apothecary say ... " with different phrases 

all begInning ,'lith the \,iord !f that~' The effect of this is 



that every time we are given a new piece of information 

about Pa.ul \IIe are reminded of his increasing isolation. 

"Lying, down again \'lith his eyes shut, he heard 
the Apothecary say, out of the room and quite a 
long wa y off--or he dreamed it- - that there was a 
want of vital power (1.rlhat was that, Paul wondered!) 
and great constitutional\'leakness. That as the 
little fellow had set his heart on parting with 
his school-mates on the seventeenth , it "would be 
better to indulge the fancy if he grew no worse. 
That he was glad to hear from Mrs Pip chin, that 
the little fellow would go to his friends in 
London on the eighteenth. That he '\liQuld write to 
Mr Dombey, when he should have gained a better 
kno"tf!ledge of the case, and before tha t day. Th8.t 
there \'laS no immediate cause for--\>lha t? Paul 
lost that word. And that the little fellow had a 
fine mind but was an old-fashioned boy.7 
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One of the major sources of the pOHerful unity that 

informs p.ombe.y and Son is the rnanner in which Dicl\.ens 

defines the limits of his fiction by defining the language 

of the novel in terms of the novel itself rather than in 

terms of normal us a ge. In 1/1a.rtin Chuzzle"''1it, for example, _c-_ r l F"""tl_ 

\1e see how the effect of a corr.n:lon Dickensian stylistic .device- -

that of ending a list with an incongruous membe r of a set--

is to make us redefine our origina l understa nding of a 

statement in accordance \'1i th the new parameters set forth 

by the last member of the list: 

For he is, \'Jithout an ecception, the highest-minded, 
the most independent-spirited, most original, classical, 
spiritual, talented, the most thoroughly 
Shakespearean, if not Miltonic, and at the same 
time the most disgustingly- unappreciated dog I 
know. 8 

-(Dombey Rnd Son, p. 260. 

8Ma rtin ~huzz.le'·'T it, p. 99. 



The string of encomiums have nothing in common, they 

have no shape of their own~ until they are all related 

to the final don.l.g.r3.tlng substantive, "dog." It is only 

once vie knO\'i the terms of reference that we understand 

the meaning of the language with which Dickens is so free. 

Dickens often takes advantage of this apparent 

dispari ty between the two poss ible meanings of a vlord 
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by ernphasizing the two ways in vlhich a "lord can .have meaning, 

paradigmatically and syntagmatically. The paradigmatic 

definition of a word evolves from the meanings it has 

throughout the language, from its uses and associations; 

whereas the syntagmatic meaning is the peculiar way in 

which a word performs in a given sentence. Thus it is 

that the humour of the above passage is created; the 

as socia tions we bring to the text along with the "Tord "dog" 

are incongruous with the laudatory ad j ective that 

precedes the word. Dickens ' sensitivity to the question 

of the context of definition is evident when he is showing 

us Paul's old fashioned reaction to Miss Blimber's attempt 

to instil some mark-consGiousness in the boy. When she 

threatens him \'lith an "analysis/ he calmly asks her': 

what the word means: 

"If my recollection serves me," said Miss 
Blimber breaking off, lithe word analysis as 
opposed to synthesis, is thus defined by 
Walker. 'The resolution of an object, 
whether of the senses or of the intellect, 



into its first elements. 
synthesis, you observe. 
analysis is Dombey! '9 

As opposed to 
N 0\'1 you kno1;.f wha t 

The obvious answer is no, he does not. The word has been 

defined in terms which he cannot understand, and the 

dichotomy bet",leen Paul's understanding of everthing and 

that offered by Mr Dombey or the Blimbers is thus 

succinctly illustrated. Paul effectively speaks a 

different langua ge than th8.t of his father, and it is 

because he earnestly tries to understand the workings 

of a world that is somehow foreign to his spirit that 

he asks such reve rbera n t questions a3 tI\~hat is mon~y." 
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Often, however, in E.£mbey and Son Dickens creates 

his own paradig~~ for a word, and by contrasting the s e with 

the apparent s~~tagmatic meaning of a word indicates the 

nature of the world of his novel. 

These paradigms are set up ina ma nner already 

indicate d a s a stylistic tendency of Dickens in 

metonymies. At the dinner after Paul's christening 

the guests are eating a cold collation of food, and 

"there vTas a toothache in everything." Dickens allows the 

dinner, simply through being held at Mr Dombey's, to 

represent the man's house and heart. Dombey, who could 

have been sold at a Russian fair "as a specimen of a frozen 

gentleman," is perfectly comfortable in the cold; his 

9nomb8r and .?<?E., p. 253. 



repression of conversa tion at the t able becomes 

lithe prevailing influence " analogous to the cold. 

Thus through many associ.ations--though without using 

overt comparis~mB or metaphors, --Dickens defines the 
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word "cold" in terms of the unyielding pride and stifling, 

unfeeling sanctimoniousness of Mr Dombey. A few pages 

later he calls upon these paradigms to enrich a 

statement of Richardson's. This is a development of the 

more ponderous iron~' of Pic~wick~P~ap e r.s; again the reader 

and 'lTriter are all0'.1ed a special insight into the 

characters I \>lords, but here the use is sub.tle and 

effective because it focuses themes and images and 

brings , a heavy load of meaning to one \'Tord. As soon as 

Richardson decides to ignore Hr Dombe ~.t s author ity and 

visit her family, little Paul begins to cry. The Nipper asks 

what is the matter and Richardson replies! 

"He's cold, I think. ,,10 

The watch ticking in the first chapter is not 

a metaphor but a metonymy. It gains its meaning not 

through the correlatlon of a stated relationship, but 

simply through contiguity, through a proximity to the 

other material of the chapter. This technique giv~the 

story an additional and almost independent feature: the 

l~~~~an.:d Son , p. 139. 



sound of a clock, starting at Paul's birth, accelerating 

past his mother's death and ending with his death. As 

early as the end of chapter one the clock has begun to 

rep resent the passage of time and the imminence of death. 

La t e r, \-Jhen Paul is introduced to Dr Blimber~ he cannot 

differentiate between the Doctor's hall clock and the 

speech of that eminent pedagogue and gree~~ouse keeper 

when one of them says· "ho .... ' is my lit, tIe friend 1" By 
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adopting Paul's confused perceptions Dickens touches on the 

"time" the me and creates a new paradigm which he will call 

upon to enrich the , novel by reworking the metonymy. An 

instance of this is Dicken's portrayal of Paul's joy 

at leaving Blimber's for the holidays. Paul's happiness 

is demonstra ted through the adoption of his point of view 

and perceptions. 

'I'he gr im sly faces in the squares and diamonds of 
the floor-cloth, relaxed and peeped out at him 
with less wicked eyes. The grave old clock had 
more of a personal interest in the tone of its 
formal inq.uirYi and the res tIes s sea \'lent rolling 
on a11 nj.g..l1t. J. 

\>1ithout explaln~ng the lI inquiry" Dickens has done several 

things: he ha s told us Paul is listening to a clock tick, 

he has reminded us of Paul's relationship to Dr Blimber , 

he has restated one of the major themes of this part of the 



novel and he has strengthened the purely contiguous 

relationship betvleen this theme and the image of the 

sounding s ea. 

The werkings of these peculiar stylistic devices 

require rather mere than the passive participation of 

the reader. Dickens demands that his reader pay attention 

not only to the story but alsO' to the linguistic conventions 

and symbolic centers of the novel. Thus the'laffecti ve falla cy" 

played. nO' part in the "Inimitable's" writing, and in 

fact he usually went to' great lengths to' assure 

himself that his audience was in centrel Of the ma terial 

w~th which he was presenting them. TO' de this he used 

quirks ef punctuation such as "hmv is my lit,tle 

friend," and he made much use ef synecdoche, and repetition. 

Sometimes, hewever, he pla yed upon the reader's memery 

in a mere subtle fashien, using material to' fershadO'H 

actien when neither the full significance ef the action 

ner ef the image presented ceuld pessibly be known to' 

the reader. He sets the parame t ers by which the beek must 

be read with the aid of a peculiar constructien that has 

much in cemmon with the simple Simile, the "as if" 

construction. The effect ef this device dep ends upon 

eur understa.nding ef the manner in which the twO' objects ef 

comparison relate. Generally , it would seem to allo\'1 

Dickens the freedom to pursue the most frolicksome twists 
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of his ima.gina tion, s i.nce the It if" part of the cons truction 

frees him from any restraint of decorum by placing 

the entire thing in the realm of the cmdi tional. Thus 

when we read that Paul was placed in front of a fire 

and close to it lias if his constitution \>lere analagous 

to that of a muffin, and it was essential to toast him 
12 

brown while h~' .... las very new, 1\ or that the ugly old 

woman who told Carker's fortune munched \"lith her ja\oJs 

"as if the Death' s Head beneath her yellm<T skin we re 

" 13 impatient to get out, our irrmediate r aaction is to 

appreciate the pr6x imity of Paul's pink face to the fire 

or the particularily gruesome image of an old lady seeming 

to eat her own lips while she speaks. But these 

comparisons pretend to a more oblique relationship 

than really emerges. It is interesting to see that even 

given the opportunity to break away completely from the 

story Dickens chooses to work his themes and images back 

into the text. 

Once the book has been read, the peculiar 

signif.i.cance of the two examples quoted above becomes 

quite apparent: the first illustrates in Dombey's 

reaction to having a child the misconception that is at 

the heart of his trials --he treats his son as an object--; 

12D be> and c p . 49 . om..- ~y .. _. oJ 22!, 

13 and~, p. ~·59 . Dombey - -



while Old Mrs Brown is the fitting inca rna tion of the 

death that pursues Ca r ker more and more closely 

through the second part of the novel. Ho'wever, the 

fact remains that these relationships are not a part 

of the reader's awa reness when he first comes across the 

comparisons, and they operate as flights of fancy in a 

state of limbo, having nothing with vlhich to relate, and 

they do not fully vlork themselves out as comparisons until 

the action to which they are precedent has been comp leted. 

They imply the theme s OE' plot of the novel by participating 

in a covert ima gery, and thereby help to delineate the 

structure of the book subliminally--working on the 

reader's awareness to intensify ~is unde rsta nding of the 

novel in much the same fashion as nai{.e d girls disguised as 

ice cubes in magazine advertisments intens ify one is desire 

to drink scot.ch. 

Dickens ' propensity to substantiate his themes 

and characters by giving eve rything poss ible a material 

correlative is not a nevI habit; in fact~ it is evidenCed in 

~'Ir P ick\>lick' s spe cta cles and gal ters, but it is developed 

and lEe d to such a grea t extent in Dombe y ar::d Son as to be 

one of the principal means of identifi ca tion in the novel, 

and \'lhen we hea r of the "physicality'· of Dickens t flctiona l 

worJd the re f erence 1s mainly to this propenisty. The basic 

ope ration of synedoche can be seen in the meaning of the 



bottle of Madeira. One bottle of the Portugese wine is 

opened to celebrate Walter's going out to sea, and the 

other is saved to celebrate the r eturn of Walter and 

Sol Gills to the '<looden Midshipman. These ceremoni es 

roughly paralle l the development of the full plot of the 

novel, and the bottle of r·1adeira which rests in the shop 

waiting to be opened comes to represent to us as well as 

to Capt~1n Cuttle the hope and possibility of a restored 

order among the characters of the nove l. 

The Captain glanced, in passing through 
the outer counting-house, at th e desk where 
he kne\'1 poor 'Ha lter had been used to sit, now 
occupied by another young boy, with a f a ce 
almos t as fresh and hopeful as his on the day 
they topp ed the fa mous last bottle but one of 
the old Madeira, in the little ba ck pa rlour. 
The association of ideas , t hus awakened, did 
the Captain a great dea l of good; it softened 
him in the very he ig~tl of his anger and brought 
t ears int o his eyes. ~ 

Of course there are many examp les of text book 
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syne cdoche in Dom~J' and Son ; in fact Dickens assigns most 

of his characters epithets in much the same mam18r as 

Home r does . The ep i the ts often serve t wo func tions 

simultaneous ly; they allo\1 the reader a quick identifica tion 

of the character, and they def1ne! the individual in te r ms 

of his relationship wi th the fictiona l world. There two 

functions are comp le me ntary, and the r esult is that \'lhen 

a pe rsona l ity is introduced by means of a pa rticular 

.------------------_._._._-_._------------------------------~----=--~--
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attribute the reader is reminded of the character's 

place in the novel as \'lell as his idiosyncracies. 'thUS 

Carker's polished hypocrisy is implied in the gleam of his 

IIdental treasures ~ and his insidious prestidigitations are 

recalled whenever he is referred to in tern~ of his financial 

cover. "ltIhile Biler (named after a steam boiler by his family 

and repres 8k'l ting under that name early in the novel the 

Richardsons' relationship to the Railroad) becomes the 

Chari table Grinder through the magnanimous conde 'scens ion 

of t-ir. Dombey. By the same operation, Mrs Pipchin becomes 

the "Peruvian Hines,'J and Mrs Ske\>lton's maid, \'lhose job it 

is, like Daa th, to collapse C leopa tra nightly is knOl'm as 

lithe maid 'tIIlO ought to be a skel eton." \-hen confronted Hith 

a character known only as lithe maid \,iho ought to be a 

skeleton" or "'rhe Peruvian Mines'~ the reader is forced to 

work through a series of associations in his mind and make 

several connections with plot or themes to understa nd 

\,lha t is meant. This \<las a techniques ..,-[hich Dickens used 

to provide continuity over the two-year span of the writing 

of the novel; the principal method is, again, to provide 

a store of associated images \vhich sUrri1;uIld all the 

characters and link them to the plot. 

Incidentally, even such a normally mlUndane effect 

as circumlocution is given n8\>/ life when its meanin.g is 

forced to depend on a larger context. Of cour se there are 
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still circumlocutions used s irnp ly for i mme diate effect: 

Rob the Grinder's maintenance of a smile when he would 

rather frown is rendered IJ not \'/' lthout much constrained 

S\'Teetnes s of countenance ,combatting very expressive -

physiognomic revelations of an opposite character, II )5- but 

more interesting usage necessitates our knm'1ledge of the 

story. It calls upon themes and ideas from earlier in the 

story and reinforces these themes by refusing to state 

them overtlY· (This is a technique polished in ~ 

Hous~--by forcing the reader to ponder an apparent ~~

.sequi t ur Dickens increases the impact of the anS\'ler once the 

reader find s it). Irmnediately after Paul's death, Dombey 

reflects upon the value of the accumulation of wealth 

using the word It 11 money. He calls it instead lithe baby 

ques tlon, 1I 

What ",lould it do, his boy had asked him. Sometimes, 
thinking of the baby question, he could hardly 
forbear enqUiring~imself, \'Ihat could it do indeed: 
\.;hat had it done?l --

This particular quotation also illustrates another of the 

narrative refinen~nts which are in evidence in this novel. 

liThe baby question" is perhaps one of the central issues of 

the novel, and it is asked by everyone. Initially Paul asks 

his father, but then it seems everyone wants to"know; not 

only does Dombey ask it' of himself, but Hrs Skewton also 

--_._--_._-
l 5pc:mbe y: and Son, p. 821. 

l~ombey ~E..~~ , p. 345. 
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asks the same question. The question hangs in the 

air throughout, asked, in effect, by the novel, until 

it is answered by the outcome of the novel itself. A.gain 

"Ie see how problems of personality have been subordinated 

to thematic concerns. 

When we first encounter Mrs Skewton she is 

reclined on a \'iheelchair in the same attitude in vlhich 

she had been sketched by an artist who called the sketch 

"Cleopatra ll because of the similarity of her pose to that 

of the Princess reclined on her barge. Mrs Skewton, whose 

character is significantly parallel to Dombey's --she brought 

Ed! th up as a financial investrnent··-is linguls tica1ly 

frozen into this position by Dickens , who thenceforth calls 

her Cleopatra. There \.;e have again the straightfon.;ard 

opera tion of synechdoche, whe reby a character is knO'.·m by 

a particular significant relationship to the vlOrld of the 

novel, but Dickens is not satisfied with letting the 

reader make his o\>1n connections and find meaning from 

this alone. J .H. Buckley says in: 'J1he Victorian Temper 

that: 

It was the artist's first duty to communicate, 
and the substance of the message \'las necessarily 
of social and, therefore , moral significance~ r 

Dickens felt strongly in Domb,ey an~ Son the need to point 

his moral, and he did so by manipulating his presentation 

17Jermome H. Buckley, The Victorian Temp~ (New 
York: 1951) , p. 10. 
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of his characters. The facts ~f the external universe 

demonstrate the individual's psyche (for example, Carker's 

meticulousl.y neat house), but the manner of their 

presenta tion provides us 'l'lith the "moral aesthetic. " 

Thus the \,ihims ical tone of Dickens' introduction of Mrs 

Ske"wton: "The Serpent of the Nile (not to mention her 

disrespectfully) ''las re~linecl on her sofa, ,,1 e has much of 

the effect of a narrative intrusion to remind us of the 

more pernicious attributes of the lady's character. This 

is a more sophisticated handling of the same sort of 

intrusion which was Dbjectionable in Pickwick Paoers 
• .. l._ 

because it blurred the distinction between, for example, 

the narrator and Sam \<1eller. Thus, t hough h e occasionally 

falls back on such clumsier means of incUcating the moral 

direct ion of the bool~ as apos traphe, generally the nar ra tor 

is unobtrusive and gently leads the reader to align himself 

with the morally upright characters. There is no question 

as to who is right and "\J/ho is "lrong in a conversat ion 

between Carker and Cuttle , but Dickens pounds the point 

home '.'ihen he des cribes the "ho".!" of Cuttle I s communication 

"lith the manager: 

"Mr Car1cer," said the Captain, in the goodness 
of his nature, " 1\.I11en I \'laS here last \,;e was very 
pleasant together. " 19 

IBnombey and Son, p. 606. 
-~---

19D ombey and Son, p. 549. 
~---
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This occurs also in pure indirect speech. When Mr Tox 

(who can be identified only by his propensity to 

whistling while on Ha rriet Carker's doorstep) takes his 

leave after offering his servi~es to that self_sacrificing 

woman he doe s so "with such a · ha ppy mixture of tIncons trained , 
respect and unaffe cted interest, as no bre ed ing could 

have t a ught, no truth mistrusted, and nothing but a 

,'l II 20 pure and simple heart expresseuo 

Again this rc flecm Dickens f des ire in Domb·ey and 

Son to step out of the picture as a na rrator (or editor) 

and to le t the story tell itself. The rare use of such 

declamatory and expressive techniques of positing a moral 

virtue as apostrophe is limited in its use to pointing 

out significant details of the text such as parallels in 

the plot. In thi.s sense \>le are flsho;em" rather than 

,. told 11 the s tory of Dombey and S ~~. For exam).;) le, after 

Dickens introduces us to Alice Man-lOod and her mother,. 

Good t-1rs Bro'lln, and makes it clear that the mother drove 

her daughter to pros titution, he says: 

Were this miserable mother, and this miserable 
daughter, only the reduction to their lowest 
grade, of (' ... artaln social vice sometimes prevailing 
highe r up? c .t 

Instead of ~inting a lesson on the virtues of the 

20.... -vomoey and Son, ------_ ... _-
21DO~~~L~~d S ~~, 

p. 549. 

p. 562. 

----_._--
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chaste life , Dickens merely dravTs attention to the i mp lications 

of the para llel betvTeen the hw sets of Mother/daughter. 

Marwood is a transported \V'hore returned, and her similarity 

to Edith Dombey indica tes a darker side to the latter's 

characte r. Again this has something of the na ture of the 

contiguous relationship bet"leen parts tha t informs much of 

Dickens' writing; nothing is explicitly stated about Edith 

and her motivations \'Jhich would ma ke the reader judge her 

terribly harshly (she is most rema rkable in h.er afflnity 

to that othe r example of offspring ~ investment , Florence), 

but a shadow (not to sayan aspersion) is cas t upon her 

pure ly in te rms of a "coincidental" s imila ri ty bet\'leen 

her and Al i ce, a simila.rity that is roore ma rked upon 

consideration of Dickens ' or iginal plan to allow Edith to 

debase herself as Ca rker 's mistress. It is again apparent 

that in \ui ting pO!!:Eey !-nd Son Dickens took the large r structural 

problems i n hand and crea t ed a meaningful universe relating 

parts of t he novel to other parts of the novel r ather than 

to any external correlat ive or moral standard. Thus the 

book fir s t de cides its own terms , and then speaks within 

those terms to a sensibility (tha t of the rea der ) v;hich 

has begun to unde rstand in the pe culiar fashion tha t is evoked 

by the nov el. 

A stylistic ten~e ncy of DickenB wh ich has not been 

mentioned a s yet, even though it is perhaps one of his 

creat i ve .!2!_t es, is his r epresenta tion of di rect sp e e ch . 



One of the effects of the narrator ' s t ak ing a more 

retiring pose in £.om~~ an~Son is that there is much 

more dialogue h e re than in P,ic.kYlick _Pap,ers , and if a 

point is made it is often made by a character rather than 

by the narrator. There is much Similarity neV,'l e en 

idiole cts and synecdoche, as both are used by the r eader 

to quickly identify the chara cter and remind himself of 

their other idiosyncra cies. Dialogue or di rect speech is 

often trea ted by Dickens as an obj ective fa c t of his 

character's universe ' as concrete as a gleaming gri.n or 

a pai r of short sleeves. M.r. Chick, fo r examp le, "held 

a tend ency in his nature to whistle and hum tune s ... which 

II 22 he was at some pains to repress, and his suppression 

of this habit is analogous to his s upp:-es sion by the othe r 

characte rs such as Mrs Chick. ~Then we hea r him whistling 

freely at Harriet Carker's doorstep it is no surprise to 

also hear the best parts of his character fo rwarded in an 

offe r of anonymous aid to John Carke r. In f a ct, Mr Chick 

sometimes substitutes a whistle for language qu ite fr eely: 

[ he] put his hands in his pocke t s , threw himself 
back in the carri age , and whis tIed '-\<)' i th a hey ho 

_:Ghevy! I a ll through; conveying into his face a.s he 
- did so, an expreSSion of such gloomy and te rrible 

de fiance , that Mrs Chick da red not protes t, or in 
any way molest him! 23 

22Dombey and . So~ , p . 161. 

23pom~ey and Son, p. 118 . 
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Here Dickens is able to create meaning of a quite 

precise nature out of nothing more than the extralingual 

context that surroU11ds the cOITununication itself. The 

manner of t.fr Chick's communication is as personal as 

Mrs Skewton's languid p03turing, and is equally indicative 

of his character. Of course this is also the greatest 

vieaknes s of Dicken's creation of idiolects; he can make 

a character more li r eal " and complex by adding to other 

peculiarities a personalized speech pattern, but when 

the charac ter has nothing more than a strongly marked 

manner of speaking to differentiate him he becomes simply 

a linguistic convention, and very much t\'!O-dimensional. The 

opp os ite is equally true, hm'le ve r, and in .Grea t Expectat.-~~ns 

such phrases as Mr 'Hemmick 's "portable property" can to 

a great extent help define the entire novel. 

Toots, the comic lover of Florence, is almost 

identical to. many other Dickens creations. In fact, the 

young apprentice vlho takes himself more seriously than 

anyone else does is a comic convention in almost all of 

Dickens' novels: Sim Tappertit in Barnaby Rudge, young --- -~ 

Eai ley of Martin Chuz z lewi t and HI' Guppy from ~ 

all have much in common in terms of persona lity or 

motivation \'lith Toots. They are differentiated principally 

by external appearances; for exan~le, Mr Toots ' ill-s tarre d 



love and constant disappointment in life are bound up 

in his repeated expressions of de s pair, that he would 

!tsink into the silent tomb," or that it \'las really "of 

no cons equence~" His personality is fu rther de velop ed 

by his other speech habit (or i mpediment ), his 

insistence on the misnaming of his friends: Captain 

Gills, Lieutenant Walters, and Mr Sols. 

John BagstOCK , J.B., is tough. Joey is not a 

man of sentiment. It is his nature to overindulge to a 
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considerable extent in rhetorical gesturing. 'l'his hanger-

on seldom says anything of substance, but he asserts 

his own identity by articulating it constantly while 

reassuring ~lr Dombey of his 0 \'111 importance. He says nothing 

at grea t length 

"Mr Dombey," said the Ma jor, "I'm glad to see 
you. I'm proud to see you. There are not many 
men in Europe to whom J. Bagstock would say 
that--for Josh is blunt. Sir: it's his natyre-
but Joey B. is proud to see you, Dombey! II 2 ... 

. Here Dickens is able to use language that is very 

close to "no rrna l" spoken characteristics, and uses this 

natura l speech to indica te tha t Bagstock i s using the pure 

sound of \-Tords (with no significant meaning attached) to 

sooth and console Dombey 1'/hile also using this bombast to 

manipulate his sympa thies. The fact that by continually 

----------------~----,-.-. --------.-----------
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articulating nothing Bagstock is able to ingratiate 

himself as Dombey's friend pOints up some of the most 

serious fla.,.:5 of Dombey's personality. 

Sometimes, howe ver, an idiolect breaks out of 

dialogue and colours the narrative and indirect speech 

of the novel. The Ga ~e Chicken, for example, spea.ks a 

10\>1 London dialect, but "Then the narrator speaks of him, 

the particular jargon of fights is invoked:. 

The Chicken himself attributed this punishment 
to having had the misfortune to get into Chancery 
early in the proceedings, \Orhen he was severely 
fibbed by the Larkey one, and heavily grassed. 
But it appeared from the published records of that 
great contest that the Larkey Boy ha d had it all 
his Q;\fn "ray from the beginning, and that the 
Chicken had been tapped, and bunged, and had 
rec :i?v-e d pepper., and had been made groggy, and had 
come up piping , and ha d endured a complication 
of similar strange inconveni~uces until he ha d 
been gone into and finished.~· 

This technique of surrounding a character in a linguist.ically 

sealed world is used with great effect in Bleak House 

to isolate the various pers onalities , here it is si~~ly 

used to create local colour in much the same way as Sam 

does when he educates Mr Pickwick by explaining ca nt 

phrases to him. 

In the P ick\'1 i.ck p~~ !~ Dickens created a number of 

characters and pa raded them through a. thoroughly familiar 

- .... -~ ... .- - -_._----,-----_._----------
2}~ ombey an.~~ , p. 406. 
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landscap e . 1n Dombev and Son he unifi es his cha racters _. , ;v . ... _ _ 

and the ,,,orld of their actions by emphasizing the 

reciprocal functions of the character's \,lill and the 

deterministic universe. Dombey creates a problem for 

himself and that problem finds its way into the f abric 

of his external world. Because it is so perfectly 

externalized in such clear s~nbols as the railroad, it 

is dealt '-lith in terms of the consequent linguistic 

a.nd ima gistic conventions. On the whole the characters of 

Dombey an~Son understand the nature of their universe 

because they are able to impute meaning to the symbols 

that domi nate. in their \'lorld. 'I'hus Halter and Flor~nce 

come to a deeper understanding of their relationship in 

terms of the major ima ge associated "-lith rebirth, 

spiritual renewal, and love: 

li As I hear the Sea ," says Florence, "and sit 
watching it , it brings sQmany days into my 
mind. It makes me think. so much-- II 

II Of Paul, my love, I know it does e'l 

Of Paul and Halter •. :And the · voices in the 
waves are all-lays \,lhispering to Florence, in 
ceaseless murmuring, of love- - of love, eterna l 
illimita ble, not bounded ~y the confines of this 
\1orld, or by the end of time , but ranging still, 
beyond the sea, beyond the sky, to the invisible 
country far av'layt 2 5 

Wha t happens when the connections between perception 

and s igni.ficance cannot be so eas ily ma de is the s ubj ect of 

Bleak Hous e . 

--------------------_._--.-------------------------------.----------
2~ 

"'pomt:e]l a nd ~0I!' p. 903. 



BLE.AK HOUSE: 
REF'IN Et,1EN'r 

Butt and Tillots on have shown how Dickens was 

using material that was of current interest when he 

gathered the cEntral i.ssues of Bleak House. 1 The court 

of cha ncery was being held up for public scrutiny and the 

ina dequacies of the le ga l educationa l sys t ern \'lere being 

f e lt at the same time as cries were heard aga inst the 

system of elitist government. Lord Sha ft es bury among 

others was at this time can vassing for sani t ary reform . 

All of these i ss ues we re pressed by The T~ in 

edit orial after editoria l. It was Dickens ' artistic 

triumph that he took the se p r oblems and created symbols 

and images, concrete corre l a tives for the politica l, 

legal and sanitary concerns of his time. In ,!?ombey: ar:d .S,O!} 

------ --_ .. _-
IJohn Butt and K. Tillotson, liThe Topicality of 

Bleai\. House ll i n Dickens at \·70rk. ---_. ---
53 
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we saN how Diekens chose a number of central i ma ges-·· 

the sea, time and cold--and used them as a maj or structuring 

force in the novel. 'llhere were no comp licati.ons of 

the plot that required much of an effort on the part of 

the reader to clear up, and the book is clearly outlined 

in terms of parallel chara cters and scenes. The bas ic 

impulse in Dombe~ and Son \'18S to create nice ly defined 

imagine tive centre s upon \,Thich the reade r could focus h1s 

understanding. The basic impulse in Bleak House, however, 

is to break down the symbols . that form the irnagina ti ve core 

of the novel, and to de-emphasize para llels of character or 

coincidence of plot. Dickens did this, of course, because 

he was \,lriting a mystery novel; he vianted to \'11thold 

information from the reader, and to r e lease it slm1ly and 

carefully, structuring paragraph by paragraph the 

reader's understanding of the mystery, The result is tha t 

the reader feels he is as ignorant as Sir Leicester 

Dedlock about the true nature of the mystery when 

Tulkinghorn says: II a train of circllJ.'Ilstances ".;1 th \,lhich I 

need not trouble you, led to discovery.,,2 What Dicl\.ens 

has done, in effect, is t ake the two reas onably simple 

stories of the house fl'llhat got into Chancery I and never got 

'1"":< out ~ and of Lady Dedlock's pe cadillo, then with a variety 

2 Bleak House, p. 629. 

30ne of Dickens ' rejected titles for the novel, in 
Penguin edition, p. 937. 



of techniques obs cure and comp lica te the t\'l0 

plot lines until they become inextricably mingled 

in a mire, 8. multiplicity of seemingly discrete details of 

personality, place and time. 

Dickens managed to crea te a sense of many secrets 

being immanent while at the same time refused to allO\'1 

the reader to recognize the enonnous rami fications 
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of the novel by separating the narratives and w~tholding 

information. In the chapter itA Turn of the SCre\'llt George 

the troop er goes to Tulkinghorn to make a deal with the 

lawyer about his account \'l ith Grandfather Srr-a.ll"leed. \-Ihile 

he is in the room waiting, looking at a picture, Mrs. 

Rounc ewel l walks out of the office across 'the room and 

into the s tree t. George does not turn so she does not 

see the face of her son. For the reader, this bit of 

stage business is apparently meaningless and only serves 

to get George in to see Tulkinghorn because the third 

person narrator has told us c learly that Mrs Rouncewell has 

only one living son and that he is in the iron industry. 

Thus the reader is placed in the same position, 'as the 

characters --when there are so many discoveries to be 

made, coincidence fails to produce any results. All the 

potentiality is i mplicit in Tulkinghorn's .foyer, 

and none is actualized by either the reader or the characters. 

George proceeds to give the rusty old lawyer a piece of 





written in the first person many critics have attempted 

to understand the story in psychological terms: Stoehr 

examines the plot of the novel in terms of dream 

interpreta tion,5 and G.D~ Hirsch looks at all the 

major characters, Esther, Bucket, Richard and Tulkinghorn, 

1n terms of their f ascination \'ii th and repression of 
6 

their parents' sexuality. J. Hillis Miller seems to 

me much nearer the mark v-lhen he looks at the novel as an 

exercise in interp reta tion, and as such it re\'iards the 

effort of examining 'principally the manner in which 

Dickens first creates then obfuscates the primary concerns 

of the novel. The ~ajor theme of the novel is 

perception, and the novel itself is an examination of both 

the character's and the reader's ability to perceive. 

Dickens ShO'llIS how the perceptual techniques used by 

the principal character, Esther, are insufficient, and 

he offers the reader a new set of interpretive tools 

founded in imagination. 

I \'lould llke firs t of all to des cribe ho\'! Dickens 

t~, able to divide the meanings available to the reader 

by dividing his narrative into two halves between which 

are several discrepancies,and then I would like to show 

--.-.--------~.--------------~~-~---~.~------

5Taylor Stoehr, Dickens : The ·.Dreame r I s stance 
(Ithica, 1965 ). 

6Go rdon D. Hirsch, liThe Mysteries in ,!!leak. Housel! 
in Ian Hatt, ed., Tfle Victorian Novel (London, 1971). 

--.. - --
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how he was asking us to read the novel and look at 

some of the results of that reading. 

While the two narratives expand the context of 

the entire novel by providing two distinct attitudes 

and prejudices, the mechanics of this effect limit each 

narrative. Both purport to explain the same universe-

at least both focus on a particular time, place, and 

sequence of events __ but it is a shock to move from the 

one to the other because the limitations of the world 

vie\'1 to \<lhich the reade r has acquieEced become. glaringly 

evident. This is a particularly poignant experience 

when moving from the third person quas i - omniscient 

narrati on to Esther's very limited viewpoint. There is 

a bas ic discrepancy in attitude between the two which also 

tends to make us feel the limitations of Esther's 

stOl'Y. The third person is basically a disordering 

forc e , nihilistic and ostensibly concerned with 

presenting rather than shaping material. Esther, on the 

other hand, wishes to believe in providence and makes 

a continuing atte~~t to understand herself and her 

herltage in tenns of behavioral ground rules such as 

piety, generosity, thrift and cleanliness. These two 

B.tti tudes g;nerate characteristic rhetorics which are 

primarily differentiated by the verb tenses. Esther, 

looking back at events of her pa;:;t, speaks in the past 



tense with an informal, opt imistic , almost breathless 

diction. Her story is quite lucidly told, and the 

style is simple direct and indirect speech 

punctuated by her occasional co~~entary. The third 

person narration, on the other hand, r emains in the 

present tense. It uses all the rhetorical tricks of 

anaphora, metaphor, metonymy and repetition that we 

normal ly associate \Ilith Dickens, and represents speech 

in the free indirect style that tends to blend the 

narrator and the character. Thus while Esther's 

language i mplies an order, the third person narration 

breaks dOl'in the possibility of order, and implies 

the breakdovm of understanding. 
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We have two sepa rate accounts of the maj or connectlon 

made in the novel, that between Lady Dedlock and Esther, 

as well as of all the intermediary connections \,lhich 

are \-That Stoehr 7 ca lls the pattern of secondary 

elaboration overlying the two sets of circumstances. 

It is revealing to look at how the connections between 

the tvlO narrat ives are made because it is \'1i thin these 

parameters that Dickens would have us understand the 

ontology of his vlorld. 

The two narratives inte rsect in the intermediary 

worlds of Cook's Court, the rag and bottle shop, Chesney 

7Stoeh r, p. 138. 



Wold, Tom-All-Alone's, or George's shooting gallery. 

While the world at large is the domain of the third 

person narrator, he does not trespass on Bleak House 

itself, and Esther is left to tell the story of Ada 

and Richard on her own terms. The points of intersection 

of the two narratives, the focal points of all the 

coincidences and clues to the mystery of Esther's 

parentage , occur when one narrative moves into the same 

concrete shop or room with which the other narrative 

has alrea dy demonstrated a connection. Thus Jo the 

crossing sweeper, Tulkinghorn, Grandfather Sma lhTeed 

and Krook, the mock chanceller, become the centers of 

the action, the vehicles of knowledge, just as Jo is the 

vehicle of pestilence . 

Immedia tely evident upon an examination of one 

of these comm.on grounds is the "laY in \'lhich the two 

narrators perceive. In IIA ~iorning Adventure" Esther, 

the Wards in Jarndyce and Caddy Jellyby meet Miss Flite, 

the eccentric old suitor in chance ry. She takes them 

to her lodging at KrOok's Rag and Bottle Warehouse. 

Esther looks at the shop and describes its jumbled 

exterior, then pays particular attention to one piece 

of paper: 

•.. having nothilg to do with the busines s of 
the 'sb.op, but annm.IDcing that a respectable 
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man aged tortymfive wanted engrossing or 
copying to execute with neatnes s and disgatch: 
Address to Nemo,care of Mr Krook within. 

We have just been told everything we ever learn about 

Hawdon except his real name and his relationship to 

Esther; even his opium addiction is implied in the 

statement a.bout "neatness and dispatch. II \~e are not 

allm-led to kno\'! anything significant, hm'le ver, as our 

understanding is limited by Esther's naive perception 

of the apartment. In fact, Dickens plays very heavily 

on Esther's inability to analyse the facts with which 

he bombards her. Krook mentions to the three that he 

knows the names in the case of Jarndyce and Jarndyce: 

Yes. 
name 

There vms the name of Barbary, apd the 
of Clare and the name of Dedlock.~ 

Although the mention of her aunt's name in the same 

breath. as Lady Dedlock's might have startled a more 

curious or analytica l person, Esther remains unmoved. 

In the first person narration there is no discrepancy 

between thought and action; thus we must accept Esther's 

account of th.ings no ma tter how things really are. 

Esther's response to the ensuing story of Tom Jarndyce 

(\vhich is wha t has given her the reputation of a feckless 

----------------._----,----------,--------------------.----------
8Bleak House , p. 99. ----
9Bleak Hoys,e , p. 102 . 
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model of the pride which apes humility ) is one of 

delicate horror and instant humanitar ian concern for 

Miss Fli t e, It the poor half -\'1i tted creatur e .... lho had 

II D brought us here. ickens certa inly felt that Esther's 

demonstrated concern for others a s well as her imagination 

were h e r good qualities, but at the same time he allows 

her to miss the significance of Mis s Flite ' s insights 

because she, like Mrs Jellyby, is overfull of theoretical 

or "telescopic ll pity. Miss Flite is a source of one 

of the basic principles of the wo r ld of chancery; she 

represents the flight of time in its paradoxical relationship 

,\'lith the mire of legisla tion. She denies flight to her 

birds which grow old and die and are replaced in an 

analogy to the suitors in chancery. 'I'o Richard's 

statement that Caddy was not crnlnected with the suit, she 

replies: IIShe does not expec.t a jud gment ? She will still 

grm'l old. But not so old. 0 dear, no!11 And looking a t her 

birds ( she might Hell be looking at the "lards ) she .says " I 

doubt, do you know, whether one of thes e, though the y are 

all young, \'Jill live to be free~ Very mor tifying, is it not?"lD 

Very mortifying indeed. She then introduces only three 

of h e r birds , Youth, Hope and Beauty (almost perfectly 

analogous to Ada, Richard and Esthe r, r espective ly) and 

l eads th em dm'iDs tairs \>/i thout mentioning the names of the 

10 
Bleak House, p. 108 --. -----
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rest of the birds: Peace, Rest, Life, Dust, Ashes, Waste, 

Want, Ruin, Despair, f.ladness, Death, CLmning, Folly, 

"lords, 1rTigs, Rags, Sheepskin, Plunder, Precedent , 

Jargon, Gammon, and Spinach. 

'l'hus, though Esther does not ll,otice it herself , 

her visit to Krook's shows the atmosphere of the shop 

to be reeking vJith hints of the wlknmm relationship 

betwe en characters and death, the deca y of beauty, and, 

most horribly, suicide. These hints are all ma de much more 

explici t by the third person narrator the next time we are 

taken to Krook' s . tl'his time we accomp a ny 'l'ulkinghorn--

"tight unopenable oyster of the old sChool"- -· to the shop, 

via Snagsby 's. The discrepancy here between speech and 

action is ma de quite evident: 

'No, thank you, no; 
Fields at present!' 
hat, and returns to 
his tea. 

I am going on to the 
Mr Snagsby lifts his 

his little vlornan and 

But Mr Tull~inghorn does not go on to the 
fields at pres ent. He goes a short way, 
turns back, comes again to the shop 
of HI' Krook and enters its traigh t.11 

This is Dickens writing with a ~lch free r hand. 

The old irony tha t CCl.me to hi m so naturally tn Pickwi ck. 

!,ape :i'~ is aga in in evidence, as well as his propensity to echo 

dire c t speech ("at present") in his narrative to reinforce 

------~----~--- -------------------
11 



this kony. The same location is used twice to 

demonstrate to us the limits of v.lha t can be knmvn, but 

when Dickens has both speaking chara cters and a fre e 

voice for conunentary, the irony, though no more 

completely explained in t erms of plot, declares itself 

more loudly. \<Te are told that Tulkinghorn knows more 

than he shm'ls, but then Dickens re fu.ses to tell us more 

than is externally evident. The r es ult is that, thou&'"1 ',I[e 

wou.ld like to relax and depend on the narrator to offer 

us a correct interpretation of the facts, we are not 

alloHed to believe even the narrator's account. Dickens 

simultaneously builds the implications of the scene \'l ith 

highly allegorical language ( the ca bine t "collapses like 

the cheeks of a sta.rved man, II 'while through the windoviS 

"famine migh.t be s t aring in") and pretends to be siInp ly 

desc ribing action. 'Th e result is finally that, if \'le do 

not disbe lieve the na rrator, we at least suspect him 

of hid i ng as much as Tulkinghorn. 

After the Im'/yer has been alone in the room some 

minutes , Krook a,nSiller3 his summons and leaves again for 

help: 

l-ir Tulkinghorn, for some new reas on h e has, does 
not awai \.JliS return in the room, b ut on the stairs 
outs ide! ~ 

------~----,---.-------~---,-,-----, 

12 
Bleak House, p. 18g. 
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The 11 some ne\'l reason, 11 "lhich is only ev:l.dent upon 

a rereading, is th8. t Tulkinghorn has taken a sample of 

Rawdon's writing from a briefcase on the floor; another 

of the lin1<.s in the mystery of relationships has been 

discovered. This is made almost explicit Hhen Tulkinghorn 

asks Snagsby to look around and the stationer finds the 

"portmantea u ll
; Diclcens uses Tulkinghorn's impassive face 

as the locus of his comment, and the substance of the 

comment is ostens ibly that Tulkinghorn knO'lr'lS nothing 

about it: 

Ah, to be sure, so the re is ~ tlr Tulltinghorn 
does not appear to have seen it before, 
though he is standing so close to it, and l~ 
though th ere is very little else, Heaven knm'is. --

Like Mr Vholes, Richard's ghoulish lawyer, the narrative 

never imputes motives. 

Of course, the third person narration is principally 

limited by its adherence to the present tense. All facts 

are exposed in \'lhat J. Hillis Miller calls "a continuous 

nonprogressive present time, "14 and this has the effect 

of isolating incidents rather than giving them a context. 

The difference in verb tense between the t\-ro narratives 

is indicative of their attitudes towards the material. Whereas 

Esther looks back at the story from a distinct historical 

----------_._.--------------------
l~ 4 Bleak Hous_e., p. 19 . 

14.J . Hillis t·1ille r, eha rles 
Nov~ls (Indiana Univeristy I'ress: 

Dickens: The World of His 
BIoomlngton, rg58T, p. 1""65. 
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perBpective eight years in the future and tries to re l ate 

her old experience to her new knowledge of the facts 

("lhlch accounts for the peculiar tone of the pass"lges on 

Slcimpole \-There she is trying to reconcile her disillusionment 

with her old love for the man), the third person narrative 

refuses to place anyone fact in any sort of historical 

perspecti ve. The interplay bet\'1een the t\'l0 is analogous 

to the experience the reader has of the entire novel. Just 

as Esther is attempting to place some order on her 

Wliverse by understanding just what happened in the years 

before she married Allan \'Ioodcourt and her life settled 

to normal, so the reader is attempting to unravel the 

mysteries which shimmer illusively in the suggestive 

cOWlterpoint of the narratives. 

Thus the effect of the split narrative is to both 

emphasize and obscure parallels in the plot. The 

interrogation of Jo by Bucket (tOld in the third person ) 

and his · retep tron at Bleak House (first), Lady Dedloci(' s 

visit to the graveya.rd (third person ) and Esther1s (first), 

all provide the central connections bet\,leen disparate concerns 

of the plot \>lhile being simultaneously isolated in their 

mm rhetorics. Esther's history is told by the third 

person (in a sense she is isolated from her O\'fn story) and 

the subjects of her reportings , Ada and Richard, are really 

peripheral figures, Added to this is the fact that the 



third person narrator \,1i.ll "shm'i'" us a scene and 

present i t \'li th a particular tone "111ile remaining 

essentially morally neutral, and it is Esther who 

makes j udgments about the actions of other characters. 

The third person narrative is more heavily 

invested with rhetorical forms than is Esther ' s, and 

it is in that sense t he artistic stronghold of the book. 

The variety of devices found in this part of the novel 

tends to provide us with the parameters of the fictional 

world, to let us knm'1 the la"'15 of the \'Torld in 'Nhich 

Esther is attempting to find herself. In ch apter ti'lO 

Dickens makes a fairly direct comment to the reader: 

It is not a large world. Relatively even 
to this i'lOrld of ours, which has its limits too 
(as your Highness shall find \<Then you have ma.de 
t he tour of it, and are come to the bri.nk of the 
void beyond ) , it is a very little speck .•.. But the 
evil of it is, that it is a world wrapped up in 
too much jeweller's cotton and fine wool, an~5 
cannot hear the rushing of the larger worlds. 

Thus Dickens makes explicit the analogy he wishes to see 

drawn between the mi~rocosm of Bleak House and the world .. 
about us, and he wants to talk about the limits of our 

knowledge of the world as well as the limits of the 

characters' kno\dedge of their circumstances. \<le all 

live ,,[rapped in deadened awa.reness, and knm'1 little of 

\,-That is actually happening around us. Dickens goes on in 
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the n ex t few pages to des cribe the limits of both Lord 

and L~dy Dedlock at the s a me time as he creates the severe 

limitations under \lThic.h the reader is forced to function 

by i ndicatlng tha t the re is some thing Tulltinghorn 

knovls t hat no· one else does. Thus the scene is perfectly 

set for Lady Dedlock ' s big mistake--she is star tled by 

t h e appearance of the l a1'1 hand on the page--though the 

Im'1yer only (and not Sir Leices ter or the reade r) knO\'is. 

or suspec ts, the significan ce of her rea ction. 

\<Jhile the novel deals with understa nding ( or as 
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J e Hillis Mill er says, interpreta tion ) and asks questions 

about our ahilities, it also establishes the rules of its 

ovm tmi verse in its use of language. The language of the 

novel i mplie s ce rtain ways of knov-ling as wel l as setting the 

limit.ations of knowledge . 

One of the \llays in which ~le are led to adopt 

cer t ain o ntological standards is by the us e of conditional 

verbs su.ch as It migh.t be lt or "may be " . There is oft en no 

compl.ete c onditional sta tement made, hm'lever, and t he basic 

reference point -- tha t upon which the eventua lity depe nds--

is not s t a t e d. Tl'1.is l eads us to at temp t to p l a ce the th ing 

presented in some sort of allegorica. l fr ume\,iork. In the 

chapter "The Ghost 's \>lalk " Dickens moves the scene "\>/h11e 

Es tller sleeps , and \,1hile Esthe r \1akes , II back to Ches n e y 



\'1 old • In a movement called "dist r ibution, It discuss ed 

more fu.lly belo~.'i, ' '-There Dickens makes one t erm a 

propos i tion tha t says something about all the membe rs 

of a set, he says : 

The weather is so very bad do'Wn ln Lincolnshire 
that +he live liest imagination can scarcely 
apprehend its ever being fine again. Not that 
there is any suppra.bundant life :of ima gination 

-10 on the spot ... 

He the':l gOes on at great length to investigate "Tha t 

imagination there is by looking at the anima ls, the ho rses 

and dogs, for s orne traces of fancy. This investigatio n is illade 

over a stretch of two pages totally in terms of the verb 

II may . II \I The horses in the stables ... may contemplate some 

mental picture of fine ''1 eather'~ "SO the mas tiff •.. ma y think 

of t.he hot sunshine '.' flSo the rabbits ..• InFJ.Y b e lively 'i'li th 

ideas of the breezy da ys. II The res.ul t is ths.t the reade r is 

teased by Dicke ns ' refusal to make any definite st.atement about 

the estate, and \-'l"ants to find something with which to 

correlate this i magina tive dullness. Thus Dickens is able 

to make b ,lO pages of description depend upon the first 

defini te s ta tement h e make s about Chesne y vI old. The impact of 

this lengthy ff super-adj e ctive " falls upon Mrs Rounce'well, 

who immediat e ly measures up to our expectations in t erms 

of imagination and knowledge : 

It h as r ained so hard and rained so l ong, d O'.'m 
in Lincolnshire, that t,1.rs Rounc evTe ll, the old 
h ousekeeper at Chesne y Wold, has several times 

____ ~ __ • __ ... __ tt-___ ~_~_._, __ • ___ _ ------_. -.~ -----
16 Bl e ak. House., p. 131 . 
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taken off her spe ctacles and cleane d them, 
to ma.ke sure that the drops Vlere not upon the 
glasses. Mrs RoUnC e\'Iell might have been 
sufficiently assured by hea ring rain, but that 
she is rather deaf, which nothing \,Till induce 
h e r to believe. 17 

Thus Dickens does not have to overtly make a statement 

about Mrs Rounce\,fell's imaginatio n, because she stands in 

t his relat ionship to the animals: There is little 

imagination at Chesney Wold, maybe the horse s have some, 

maybe the dogs have some, but Mrs RounceHell 
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The meaning of the passage emerges to a great extent simp ly 

from the structure, and from our \'lillingness to make 

seemingly fortuitous connections. 

Some of these ~onditional statemants 'Hork 1.n the same 

malh"'le r as the II as if" statements Vie saw in p.ombey and Son 

to make significant comments on a character while pretending 

to be tangential description. For example, it was said of 

Judy Sma llweed tha t " she might walk about the table-land on 

the top of a barrel organ ,\'1i thout exciting much remark as 

1 .,.,0 " B t th h fl· t an unusua. specu,;_n, u ey ave a more power u lmpac 

when they actually indicate the limits of our knowledge as 

re<J.ders: 

Whether 'Tom' is the popular representative 
of the original plaintiff or defendant in 
Jarndyc e and Jarndyce ; or, whether Tom lived 
here when the suit had laid the street waste, 

----------------------_._--,-------------------------
1~ 

~ ( Blea~ }i£~~., p. 133. 
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all alone, until other settlers came to join 
him; or, Hhether the traditional title is a comprehensive 
name for a retreat cut'off from honest company 
and put out of the pale of hope; perhapy 
nobody knovis ~ Certainly, J 0 don 't knO\'l. 3 

It is by accepting such tangential relationships 

as we see between the parts of the above sentence as 

being fully connected and meaningful that \'ie mak.e t he most 

sense out of Bleak House. If we are given the condition that 

nobody kno\'1s, then all the statements might \'1el1 be true, and the 

string of disjunctions becCX1lf'.-.S a series of conjunctions. 

Committed to acc'2;ptmg all evidence as being meaningfu~ \'Ie 

find that instead of having been asked a question to which 

there is no answer, we have been given a brief history of 

'l'om Jarnyce 1 s relationshi.p to Tom-All-Alone 's. 

That the fog of the first chapter is a symboi of 

the confusion and obfuscation of the court of chancery has 

been adequately p roved by Miller, but the manner in vlhich it 

is distributed over the book tends to indicate the breadth 

of the problem of perception. 

After going to great lengths to establish IIFog 

eveqrwhere, " . and the chancellor as being at the heart of 

the fog, Dickens continues with the phrase "On such an 

afternoon." This phrase is used anaphorically to 

structure the description of the chancery court, so that \'le 

18 Bleak H 274 ________ o~. u_s __ e, .p. . 



have the full stress of the fog image maintained 

throughout the passage . Then Dickens adds the construction 

tha.t we.have just discussed by using the auxilliary 

verb II ought. II Tne effect is that the details of the 

description seem to loom out of the fog in two distinct 

stages of being. First of all they have only a prescriptive 

or conditiona l eXis tence--and as usual when we look for 

the condition upon vlhich their existence depends, \<i8 

only find our Buareness of the art form increased--then the 

obj ect is imp uted a II real II existence: 

On such an afternoon, if ever, the Lord High 
Chancellor ought to be sitting here-- as here he 
is --'ofi th a foggy glory around hls head, ••• On such 
an afternoon, some score of members of the High 
Court of Chancery ought to be~-as here they 
are -~mistiliy enga ged in one of the ten thousand 
stages of an endless cause. 1 9 

The effect of this is to make the fog appear to be some sort 

of primal stuff out of \'ihich the court of chancery has been 

molded. Dickens goes on to show that the fo g actually 

has primacy over individua l existence , and to comment on 

the place of the suitors in the scheme of things: 

Fair wards of court have faded into mothers 
and grandmothe r s. 20 

Thus breaking through the fo g be come s one of the majo r 

19B1eak H~, p. 50. 

20:alea.~_}~o.u.:?!:., p. 52. 



alms of any character in his striving for self- knowledge . 

Esther is able to clear the fog away in the symbolic 

act of parting her hair to look out (significantly at 

her own reflectlon) at the 'Vlorld ; it is her role to 

perceive clearly. Hm'1ever, the thlrd person narrative, 

having crea ted the fog in chancery and t he veil of rain 

over Chesney 1;Iold, i s reluctant to all01l1 her clear 

perception, a nd us es other techniques to maintain the 

veil. 

One of the vfays it does this is by creating for 

each chara cter an individu.al rhetoric. In some cases 

the language tends to isola te the character, indicating 

the limitations of his ability to relate to the \'lorld. 

Ge orge is In all respects an old trooper. He cannot sit, 

stand, walk or talk without reminding us of his bluf~ 

soldierly stamina. This proves to be his greatest enemy, 

hOvleve r, as this fo rthrightness of f ends Smalhleed, vlho 

sells up his note and sends him to Tu.lkinghorn. After 
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leav ing Tulkinghorn' s, knm'fing he \"1ill proba bly be going to 

jail, he visits the Bagnets . and proves to be less frolicsome 

winks of f the light infant r y, and leaves him 
to deploy at lei~ure on the open ground of the 
domes tic hearth. 21 

------ .------~-----.-~---------~~----

21 
Ble a:~ Hous e , ,p. 9+1. 



Thus vIe are subliminally reminded t hat George IS dilemna 

is the result of his acting in accordance with an identity 

he cannot escape. Like his autistic mother, George is 

limited in his perceptions and performance to his 

pre -established identity, and Dickens demonstrates this 

by structuring his inUIle diate surrm.mdings around a 

military motif. 

Like\>lise, Grandfather Smalhleed genera tes a particular 

rhetoric. 'l'he Smalhleeds are an emblem of the failure of 

education and the death of the imagination, and they are 

afflicted \t<ii th old age ( 11 1'1:1ere has been only one child in 

the Smallweed famlly for several generations ll
). Grandfather 

Smalhreed, \'lho has lost the use of his legs, sits in front 

of a fir e and heaves insults (as well as anything else that 

comes to hand ) at his \Alife. They \'lorshlp Compound Interest, 

go out in life early and marry late, and they are 

representative of the most pernicious greed. They perform 

the archetypal evil of hoarding money--as Tulkinghorn hoards 

secrets or Krook hoards documents--and: 

Everything t hat Mr Smallweed 's grandfather ever 
put a'l'lay in his fuilid \'1as a grub at first, and is 
a grub at last. In2~11 his life he has never bred 
a single butterfly. 

Again there seems to be some glancing reference to the lack 

-----------._._------------------------------
p. 342. 



of imagination on SmtHl' s part. All of this complex 

of tJad a ttr:Lbutes is summed up in Sma lhTeed ! s affinity 

to fire. Like several other unsavo ury hoa rders in 

Bleak.Jlous'::" Grandfather has a special love for being 

close to a fire. He and his missus lI\,lile away the rosy 

hoursl! in front of their fireplace just as Vholes '. does: 

Whose black dye was so deep from head to foot 
that it had quite steamed betore the fire, 
diffusing a very unpleasant perfume.~ 

Krook; of course, is the hoarder \",ho exemplifies the 
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conStL'11ption by fire motif most completely. The spontaneous 

combustion of Krook is emblematic of his internal corruption 

finally becoming overmuch for his physical body. On the other 

side of this image is the Satanic. Krool~ early accuses Nemo 

of having IIsold himself to the Enemy,!! and this theme is 

carried through by George when he visits the Small\'Jeeds. Old 

Small \,Till not take the responsibility upon hims elf of 

foreclos ing Ge orge t s account, so he blame s his II friend in 

the ci tyll for the an..xiety over the money. George knO .... is 

better than this, and says to Sma llweed \vi th subtle irony: 

1'I'he na me of your friend in the city begins 
\'1i th aD, comrade, a~~ you Ire about right 
respecting the bond. 

--------------------------------------
23 ·Bleak;. Hous~? .p. 673. 

24 Bleak _______ ~ou~~ , p. 352. 



The fina l irony is tha t Sma lhleed ' s speech reflects his 

internal experience better than any other character's 

judgment of his action. \>Thenever his wife- - the only 

child in the Smallweed family be cause she ha s become 

infantile in her senility~-reveals Srna ll' s true colours 

in her verba l wandering~ he abuses her by calling 

her names: 

"You're a brimstone idiot. You're a scorpion 
--a brimst one scorpion! You're a sweltering 
toad. You 're a cha tte ring, cla tte ring brooms tick 
witch, that ought to be burnt. 2 5 

Like Mrs Bagnet, Mrs Smallwee d speaks for h er husband. He 

becomes infuria ted when she echoes his real concerns by 
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turning everything into money verbally (this transformation 

is analogous to tha t by which r eal estate is first transformed 

into goatskins and then burnt26 ), but becaus e he addresses 

this particular facet of hi s wife , he is in effect addressing 

h i mself. 

Thus eve ry time Grandfathe r Smallweed uses his 

crypto-Sa tanic rhetoric we are reminded not only of his 

\'1i fe, but of the comp l ex of connec tions bet'tleen money lending 

25 ~leak House, p. 352. 

26 The chapter liTh e Appoint ed Time " begins with a 
description of "Some wise draughtsman and conveyancer [vlho] 
toils for the en tanglement of real estate in meshes of sheep
skin, in the average ration of about a dozen of sheep to an 
acrE: of l and . " It can also be no ins ignificant coincidence 
that the apPointed time i s midnlght , the time at \'Thich accounts 
with the Devil norma lly come due . 12.lea.k }Ious~, p. 498. 
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and sp ont ane ous combus tion. 

Esther works as a correla tive of the reader's 

expanding awareness of the force of contiguous rela tionships. 

As a heroine, Esther suffers from t wo of Dickens' 

preconceptions about "lomen and about literary form: he 

felt women should ·be principally self-effacing dome stics , 

and he f elt that stories should have happy endings. These two 

factors contribute to make Esther muc.h too sugary sweet 

for a modern t a ste. Her story is one of a struggle to 

find parents and a hus band, to u.nderstand her relationshlp 

with the world around her , and in the course of this 

struggle she be comes the focus of the themes and image s of the 

entire novel. She is an emblem rather t han an ex.emplar 

of clear Ed percept.ion; Dickens demands more from h.is 

reader than from Esther becau3 e he asks tha t the r eader 

becon e a.ware of the nature of his mill percep tions, whereas 

he \'11shes Esther to r emain selflessly unaware of he rself. 

As Alan vloodcour t s ays a t the end of the novel, "You do not 

knm.; \'That all a r 'ound you see in Esther. II 

That Esther \'laS intended as an emblem of a\'lakening 

pe rception is_ evident in the dream i mage ry of the nove lo 

Esthe r \'Taices on the fi rs t morning at Bleak House before the 

sun is up, and watches: 

As the prospect gradually revealed its e lf, and 
dl s closed t he scene ove r wh i ch t he \'r1 nd ha d 
wandered in the dark, like my memory ov e r my li fe , 
I ha d a pleasure in discovering the J...lXl:knm'ln obj e cts 
that ha d been around me in my sleep.27 

---_. -... ------------.-----------.------~~-------

27.131c8k House p. lL~2. --.,-------, , 
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In fact, th e entire pros pe ct is of her mem or y wandering 

over her life, and the p r oblem which she mus t overcome be for e 

the 11 unknoHn objects 11 become visible i s tha t o f finding 

hO\I[ things fit together . H01.'le ve r, sh.e is not i mme diatf:<ly 

to be allowed this understanding; just as the reader at 

this point ls unable to p ut things togethe r, so Esther d reams 

of h er household ke;ys and finds: 

that the more I tried to open a variety of locks 
\,l ith ther;'8 the more de t ermined they \'18re not to 
fit any.2 

Her awakening perception s are analogous to h e r finding 

a mothe r and a father, and these ~ iscoveries are t rea t ed 

in terms of p erc eptua. l irnagery. She s ees Lady De dlock in 

the count ry chapel and almost makes the connection bet'Neen 

the La dy and he r mother . She is reminded of her youth and dolls, 

but "why her f a ce s hould be, in a confus e d "''lay, li. ke a b roken 

glas s to me in "1h ich I Sa"ll sCr<?ps of old r ememb rances •.• I 
29 11 could not think. ' She is i rru'nediately aften'iards i n f ected 

by the contagion car ried by Jo f rom he r father 's grave, 

and is t e:::'1porari ly blinde d. It i s not until she has recovered 

from the disease , d i sfi gured, that she ag?'lin en counters 

Lady Dedlock. Lady Dedlock unveils herself ( literally E),nd 

flgur a tively ) a s her moth.er i n an action tha t Esther rep e a ts 

--------------------------------
28, Blea k. HQuse~' ,p'. 142. 
-~~---.-~ 

29 Ble3~k H OUS.8 ) p. 301. 



in front of a mirrol' , symbolically finding herself 

after she has found h e r mother. At the same time as 

Esther becomes blind and diseased the reader finds out 

tha t Esther, '>lho, \1e h a ve been told, is " related to no one 

in the case,1I and " childless ll Lady Dedlock are in fact 

related, and that our own method of perceiving the 

ficti onal world is incomplete. 

In the same way Estherls search for a father is 

rewarded by a fuller integration of herself with h e r 

society. At the beginning of the novel Esther is so 

lonely and al ienated that she is comforted by the letter 

in lU\'l-hand from Kenge and Carboy telling her that she has 

been chosen as a companion fo r Ada and~ichard. She 

demonstrates a great v.Jillingnes s to confuse the father 
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that '\Trites Im'l hand with the heavenly Fathe r, hm-lever , and thus 

ShO\'15 u s hm'l much she wants to feel a connection '>lith the 

vlOrld: 

It was so tender in them to care so much for me; 
it was so gracious in tl'13.t F'ather \'iho had not 
fo rgotten me , to h.ave ma de my orphan ~,>Jay so smooth 
and easy,30 . 

This co::mection betwe en husband/""Tife , father/daughter, and 

GOd/',·lOrsh:l.pper could only have been made by Dickens, and 

Esther goes on to prove her confusion betvieen husband/ 

father/God \'ihen she h ears about Alan 'Vloodcourt I s ship\ueck: 

---~--------~~~ .. --,-~-----------------------------~--------------
30 Bleak Hous.e., p. 74. 



I could myself ha ve kneeled dm'1n then, so far 
away, and blessed him, in my raptu'31. that he 
should be so truly good and brave. 
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lIm'Tever, there is a clear movement to a complete integration 

\>1i th her society, though it is suspended fa' a while "Then sh.e is " 

engaged to Jarndyce before he hands her ove r as a chattel 

for \~oodcourt to ma.rry. As she be comes more assured of 

her place in the \'lorld she becomes more assured of her 

ovm judgments, and is finally able to unders tand first 

Vholes, and then Skimp ole . s.i1. ~ shows a good deal of strength 

and independent spirit when she meets these two in 

successive cha pters, and her confrontation with them is 

sa.tisfying to the reader 'wh o has been \'Jaiting for someone 

to pull a.way their veils. 

As Esther's relationships with her world be ~ome 

more satisfying, so the reader's a'\'mreness of the connections 

bet"Jeen the parts of the story b'ecomes more satisfying. 

Blealc Ho'use demo.nds active participation on the part of the 

reader to follow and investigate motifs, redefine words, 

and, principally, make im..~ginative connections bet ..... ieen 

contiguous parts. Dickens has used the reader's mind as 

his sounding board and \'lritten the novel to resonate in his 

i magination. 

In some cases, Dickens has provided an implicit 

-------------,-~---~---

31Bleak House,} p. 556. ----
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frame viOrk up on 'Nhich the reader can in terp ret his 

experience of the multitude of facts, These ate the 

motifs such as contagion or fire which provide some means 

9f correlating evidence. The goa t skins and real estate 
..... 

which become the documents which fe ed the infernal fires 

of greed and selfishness hold the law stationer 's store 

in a definite relationship with both Chancery and Krook's, 

and help define and relate the roles of the cha racters of 

Chesney vI old and Lincoln I s Inn. In the same way the 

contagion motif conne cts the highest and the 10\l[es t and 

provides a povlerful social comment of the responsibilities 

neglected by the rich and powe rful. The manner in which 

this operates is through suggestion rather than th:r.'ough 

overt statement. For example, the chapter "Tom-All -Alone 's" 

opens \'lith a description of Sir Leicester and his a.ristocratic 

disease , gout. The connection betvTeen that and the ens uing 

description of Jo, the crossing sweeper, is not made. In 

fact Dickens makes a point of the apparent lack of 

continuity in the chapter: 

Hhat connection can there be, bet\,feen the place 
in Lincolnshire, the house in town, the Mercury 
in pONder, and ttz whereabout of Jo the outlaw 
wi th the broom? 5.: 

The only connections that can be made are through the motifs 

of disease (Jo is the carrier of "base contagion from the 

32 Bleak 1.1 272 I.ouse ~ . p . . ----_. 
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the tainted blood of the sick and vul gar ") and perha ps 

of Lady Dedlocks I portrait. Thus "Ie are asked to continua lly 

"distribute " the terms \'/e learn over the text in an 

operation of imaginative synthesls. The reader is 

continual ly implored, however inexplicitly, to make any 

and all connections bet"leen the part s of the novel. For 

exarnp 1e , in the chapter "The Ghost I s vlalk ll Mr Guppy is 

taken by the portrait of Lady Dedlock ·.and feels he knm'ls her. 

'I'l1ough he is una ble to make the transfe rence to Esther, 

the narrator makes it clear that there is some significance 

and that t-1r Guppyt s observation should be noted: 

As no one present takes any special interest in 
Mr Guppy's dreams, the probability is not 
pu.rsued .33 

This is an i mportant insigh.t as \IIe are continually being 

shmm Lady Dedlock' s face. Throug,.~ the eyes of Hortense 

the FrenchvToman or through he r mID parted hair, it becomes 

the focus of Esther's indentity problems. 

Thus it is the reader's task to follow the hand of 

Alle gory \vhich points out across the city of London from 

Tulkinghorn's office to the graveyard, and to be ready to 

impute meaning to any coincidence. 

-------.--------.--~-.----------------------------------------~ 

33 Blea~ Hou~e , p. 138. 



CONCLUSION 

With the publication of the Pickwick Paper~ Charles 

Dickens not only began a successful career, but also 

introduced to the English public a new forma t of fiction, 
1 

the monthly number. This nevi kind of \oJriting demanded 

new techniques of organization and presentation which could 

overcome the monthly hiatus in reading as well as take 

advantage of the increased comnwnicat ion between the r eader 

and writer. From the beginning Dickens was extraordinarily 

sensitive to his reception by the public, and though this concern 

was us ua lly for the sales volume (it was this tha t sent 

Martin Chuz zlewit to Ame rica ) , he occasionaily responded to 

artistic pre ssure--particularly when it originated with 

Forster. As his career progressed, and especially after he 

be ga n the r ead ings in the mid-fifties, he became increasingly 

____________________________ • __________ • _________________________ w ____ _ 

lKathleen Tillotson, "Introductory from Novels of the 
Eighteen-Forties II in Ian T'lu.tt rl Th V' t ~rr::.-:-~-....:....~ -rr:::-.. ' , e -. , e lC .<?..£ian r ovel 
\ ~O!1don, I9?1), p. 5. 
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aware of the relationship between his art and his audience. 

This sensitivity results in what I have called his affective 

style. 

We have seen how Dickens bega n writing with the 

heavy irony of Fielding ,\'lhlch depended for its effects upon 

the interplay between the "editor'l and the reader rather 

than upon the presented facts of the story alone. In this mode 

of writing the moral dimens ion is given by apos trophe } and is 

often accompanied by a pronolllced and uncomfortable shift 

of focus from the story to the ~Triter, or even from the third 

I 11 11 E h t d person to th e roya we. . ven ere , however, he evices 

Dickens was to develop are evident: synecdoche is already 

used to a limited extent as a method of providing continuity 

and quick recognition of character, while Sam Weller and 

Mr Jingle provide us with some excellent early attempts at 

writing idiol.ect. The particular symbiotic mutuality of character 

and setting was thus already in evidence in Dickens' first 

success. 

As Dickens mastered the monthly forma t and be gan 

to project the entire plot of a novel before he began the 

writing,his demands on the reader's attention and 

imagination increas e d. This is most evident in the 

tendency of the narrator to fade in Dombe~ and~~~ as the 

story begins to tell it se lf. As a result the reader is left 

largely on his 0 1tin to judge his experience of the novel. 



Dickens began in Pickl,oIick ~af?::r~ by telling the reader 

tha t Mr Pickv4ick vias benevolent; in Qombey and Son he 

sholtis us Hr Dombey I s actions and asks us to decide for 

ourselves the limits of ~ benevolence. 

It is apparent that Dickens depends upon his 

reader's retention ( and probably also upon some re-reading 

of earlier numbers) to help create the subtle effects 

of Dombe~ and S,!!!, but it is not until Blea.k House that 

he demands a dynamic imaginative effort en behalf of the 

reader to make any sense of the novel at all. By 

withdrawing from the narrative altogether and offering 

us t wo unreliable narrators (eaCh with a strong bias, 

presenting facts with either nihilis ti c or teleological 

assumptions), Dickens demands that the reader put forth a 

strenuous interpretive effort. The parameters of the novel 

are decided, as they were in ~ey and.~~, in terms of 

symbols and images but the symbols he re are ubiquitous and 

ambiguous. Whereas in ?£f}!.bey ~nd Son the symbol of the 

sea reinforce:; the meaning of the novel, in Bleak_.H.ou.se the 

fog sy-mbolizes the evident breakdo",m of this understanding. 

Dickens does not offer the reader an ordered experience of 

events in ~).ea.k }-Iou_s!:., rather he presents a multiplicit.y 

of facts which must be sorted, defined and interpreted by 

the reader before they can be understood. With little aid from 

the two narrators, the reader finds he must rely on his own 



judgment of events to come to any tmde rstanding of 

them, and in this sense Ble~~~~ou3.e, because it does 

not overtly posit the virtues it mainta ins, is a more 

moral book than either Dombey and Son or Pickwick Paoers. ___ • L .. _ 

To help the reader in this task of interpretation Dickens 

decides the terms of Bleak Hous~ in the same way he 

delineates' the parameters of ,Pombey and ,~<2n, by creating 

linguistic and symbolic conventions (SUCh as the real 

estate/sheepskin/fire transmutation) which lead to an 

understanding of a character's relationship with the 

microcosm of the novel. In earlier novels the characters 

are known by their relationship to the world (la rgely 

through synecd'oche); in Ble<:tk Hou.se it is the reader's 

task to fit the characters to the world, to creatively 

synthesize the individual facts of the novel and to anS \>ler 

the question asked throughout: "Is he related to anyone in 

the case?" 

Adopting Vernon Lee's analogy bet\lJeen the m:l.nd of 
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the reader and the painter's palette, we can see how Dickens 

,'Jas able to mix his pigments by plaCing in the reader's 

mind symbols, images and linguis ti c paradigms up on \"1hich he 

would d raw in describing event or character. To carry 

the analogy one step further, we can see that one of the 

differences between Bleak Hous e and Dombe y and Son resides 



in the subtlety of the sha ding and in Dicke n s ' h a ndling 

of the p eculiar quality of reflected light. 
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